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THE FILING OF ENGINEERING LITERATURE

THE DEWEY DECIMAL SYSTEM OF CLASSIFICATION IN ENGINEER
ING AND ITS EXTENSION TO COVER MUNICIPAL ENGINEERING.

By R. DeL. FRENCH, Assoc. Mem. Can. Soc. C.E. ; Assoc. Mem. Am. Soc. C.E.
in Municipal Engineering, McGill University, Montreal.Lecturer

I every engineering office there are catalogues, photo- 
«■ SPhS> Pamphlets, drawings, books, clippings, etc., 
be , lcb> to be of the greatest use, must be filed so as to 
addifPt *n order an<l yet to be easily accessible. In 
of r l0n to such matter, the engineer should keep a list 
ancj ^ erences to articles in the engineering periodicals 
are proceedings of the engineering societies which

Particular interest to him. 
c°m actual filing of such matter is probably best ac- 
the in!fhed b-v the use of the familiar vertical system, and 
kept ex to the contents of the files is most conveniently 
syste °n standard cards, 3 in. x 5 in. in size. Many 
Iess smS- 'odexing have been devised which are more or 
°bjeCtjtlS^aCtor7' Any alphabetical system is open to the 
it of *°n tbat it requires copious cross-indexing to make 
the Ucb Va*ue- The numerical systems 

°re P°pular, and justly so.

The Dewey decimal system, developed by Melvil 
Dewey, formerly director of the New York State Library, 
is probably the best of the numerical systems. It is in 
great favor with library workers and is used in the ma
jority of the public libraries of the United States and 
Canada.

The following explanation of this system is based 
that given in “An Extension of the Dewey Decimal 
System of Classification Applied to the Engineering In
dustries” by Breckenridge and Goodenough, of the En
gineering Experiment Station of the University of Illinois 
at Urbana. This bulletin, as well as one giving a similar 
extension of the system to cover architecture and build
ing, may be obtained from the Director of the station for 
a low price.

The essential characteristic of the Dewey system is 
its method of division and subdivision. The entire field

on

are. therefore,

o
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ing water sterilization and disinfection. If an engine6 
were particularly interested in patents, for example, 
could reverse the usual manner of writing the cl as 
number and write it thus, (008)628.184, so that all * 
cards referring to patents would come together in 11 
index.

of knowledge is divided into nine chief classes numbered 
by the digits from 1 to 9. A tenth class for matter too 
general in nature to fall in any one of the other nine is 

The following are the primary classes :
5 Natural, sciences.
6 Useful arts.
7 Fine arts.
8 Literature.
9 History.

Each of these classes is again divided into nine 
divisions with a tenth for general matter, and each 
division is separated into nine sections. The sections 
again subdivided, and the process may be carried as far 
as is desired. To show clearly the workings of the 
system, the divisions of Class 6 (useful arts) and the sec
tions of Division 2 of this class (engineering) are given 
below :

numbered o.
o General works.
1 Philosophy.
2 Religion.
3 Sociology.
4 Philology.

Fig. 1 shows a set of cards for indexing a book 0 
pamphlet and comprises both author and subject car s- 
These would be arranged alphabetically in the car 
drawers. To distinguish two cards having the saB1 
number, it is customary to write under the class numb ^ 
the initial or first two or three letters of the author s °| 
publisher’s name, though there are elaborate numer 
lists published for this purpose.

icalare

625.892.212*
Gutter C ons t rue tion for Streets 

and Road. T. Hugh Boorman. (Granite 
curbing and vitrified brick gutter.)

Canadian Engineer. Sept.
1914. XXVII. 473.

620 Engineering.
621 Mechanical.
622 Mining.
623 Military.
624 Bridge and roof.
625 Road and railway.

600 Useful arts.
5io Medicine.
620 Engineering.
630 Agriculture.
640 Domestic science.
650 Communication and 

commerce.
660 Chemical technology. 
670 Manufactures 
680 Mechanic trades.

14,

626 Canal.
627 River and harbor.
628 Sanitary.
629 Other branches.

It will be seen that the first digit gives the class ; the 
second, the division ; and the third, the section. . Thus, 
625 indicates Section 5 (road and railway engineering) of 
Division 2 (engineering) of Class 6 (useful arts). Further 
subdivision is indicated by the digits following the decimal 
point, which is placed as a matter of convenience after 
the section digit. For instance, 625.7 indicates highway 
engineering ; 625.75, highway construction equipment ; 
625.753, highway consolidating machinery ; 625,753.2, 
road rollers ; 625.753.23, steam road rollers, and finally, 
625.753.231, steam road rollers for macadam.

Following the classification list herein is the relative 
index, in which the terms of the classification are arranged 
alphabetically, each with its proper number. This index 
is manifestly incomplete, as it is impossible to include in 
it every subject that might come up in engineering 

The skeleton is there, however,- and the user 
extend it further if he finds it advisable.
There are certain modifications in the use of the 

To avoid the writing of long numbers,

690 Building.
625.892.22*

Gutter Const rue tion for Streets 
and Roads. T. Hugh Boorman. (Stan
dard type of combined concrete curb 
and gutter.)

14,Canadian Engineer. Sept.
1914. XXVII. 473.

625.95*
Gutter Construction for Streets 

and Roads. T. Hugh Boorman. (Prep
aration of curb and gutter construe 
tion materials : concrete , asphal > 
brick, wood or stone.)

Canadian Engineer.
1914. XXVII. 473.

practice, 
may

14,Dewey system, 
a single letter may be used for the first three or four 
digits. Thus “H” might be used by a highway engineer 
in place of 625, “W” by a waterworks man in place of 
628.1, and so forth.

Another modification consists in the use of an alpha
betical arrangement for certain subsections where it is 
convenient, while retaining the decimal arrangement for 
the main divisions. For instance, under 625.821 (stone 
for macadam highways) the various varieties might be 
arranged alphabetically if desired. This is most useful 
where there are a large number of such minute divisions.

form divisions” is another useful modi
fication. There are certain set forms, given on page 631, 
which are used throughout the range of the Dewey 
system. They may be still further extended thus :

064 Exhibits (under societies)
072 Laboratories (under universities)

They are usually enclosed in parentheses and annexed to 
the usual class number. Thus 62(07) indicates engineer
ing education and 628.184(008) refers to patents regard-

Sept .

Fig. 2.
. pres5’

For references to articles in the engineering ^ 
the writer uses the form shown in Fig. 2. Thes ^g.

arranged numerically in the drawers, and it veStiga' 
sary to find the class number of subject under m ^ b6 
tion before referring to them. This class number- 
found in the relative index. The asterisk after _ .
number indicates that the article in question 
writer’s clipping file. .• e0

Three years’ experience with the system outi ^ ;t is 
convinced the writer that it is as near perfect111,1 U 
possible to get. It requires some intelligent atte ^ |s 
keep it in shape, but that is true of any s>slet 
hoped that the lists herein will be of value to ^ 
gineers, superintendents of waterworks, s^rf, 

and others in municipal engineering w°r '

are

The use of

ànf

sewers
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Extension of

.771.1 Species.

.771.2 Arrangement.

.771.3 Care; maintenance.
Consolidating machinery. 

Tampers.
Hand.

Rollers.

Steam.
Macadam.

form ■753divisions.
oj philosophy ; theory.

Oompends; text books; hand books; manuals.
0 encyclopedias ; dictionaries, 
oc Jrssays; addresses.

« B3Ï-
^ Education ; teaching ; schools ; colleges ; uni-

^ versities.
Tables

09 miscellanies.
■History; progress ; development.

•753-1
• 753'11 
•753*12 
•753-2 
•753-21
•753-22
•753-23 
•753-231
• 753-232 Asphalt.
.753.24 Gasoline or on. 
-753-241 Macadam. 
,753.242 Asphalt.

.772 Boulevard space; parking. 

.772.1 Lawns.

.772.2 Flower beds. ,
Flower boxes.•773

.773.1 On electric light or trolley poles.

.78 Sanitation.

.79 Other General Matter.
625.8 PAVING MATERIALS.

.81 Earth.

.811 Sand-clay ; top-soil.

.S12 Gravel.

.813 Burnt-clay ; ballast.

.814 Other earthy materials.

.82 Macadam and Telford.

.821 Stone.

.821.1 Trap.

.821.2 Limestone.

.821.3 Granite.

.821.4 Basalt.

.821.5 Porphyry.

.821.6 Other stones.

08 tests;diagrams, computations ;

working machinery.Quarrying and stone 
Hand tools.
Drills.
Derricks.
Cableways.
Hoists.
Hand.
Horse.

002 Ptatlstics 1 quantities. 
o0, instruction methods; 
oo^ intracts; specifications.
00c pSlgns S drawings.
006 vvXecutive ; accounts ; financial. 
o07 r orking ; maintenance.
oo8 p^Vs ^ rules ; regulations ; court decisions.

009 Reports*.

•754
-754-1
-754-2
-754-3
-754-4
-754-5
•754-51
-754-52
•754-53

Gasoline or oil. 
Electric. 
Compressed air.

-754-54 
-754-55

Block splitters. 
Other appliances.

CLASS

625,7 Highways, roads and streets.

'71 Varieties.
Country roads.

’ 11,1 F°r heavy traffic; trunk highways.
*711,2 For medium traffic; inter-village roads. 

lx*3 ïor light traffic.

numbers.

-754-7
gravel and sand machinery. .83 Stone Blocks.

.831 Stone.

.831.1 Granite.

.831.2 Sandstone.

.831.3 Limestone.

.831.4 Basalt.

.831.5 Lava.

.831.6 Porphyry.

.831.7 Other stones.

.832 Joint fillers.

.832.1 Sand.

.832.2 Pitch ; coal tar products.

.832.3 Asphalt.

.832.4 Cement grout.

.832.5 Wood.

.832.6 Other materials.

.84 Brick.

.841 Ordinary brick.

.842 Vitrified brick.

.843 Vitrified block.

.844 Scoria block.

.845 Other similar materials.
(For jointing materials see under 625.832 above).

.85 Wood Block.

.851 Wood.

.851.1 Yellow pine.

.851.2 British Columbia or Oregon fir.

.851.3 Norway deal.

.851.4 Jarrah.

.851.5 Karri.

.851.6 Other woods.

.852 Preservation.

.852.1 Creosoting.

.852.2 Kyanizing.
(For jointing materials see under 625.832 above). 

.86 Concrete.

.861 Cement.
.862 Sand.
.863 Gravel.
.864 Crushed stone.
.865 Water.
866 Joints.

.866.1 Protection devices.

.867 Surfacing materials.

.867.1 Asphalt.

.867.2 Coal tar products.

.867.3 Mortar ; granolithic.

.867.4 Other materials.

.868 Reinforcement.

.868.1 Bars.

.868.2 Fabric.

.87 Asphalt and Bituminous Macadam

.871 Asphalt.

.871.1 For sheet asphalt.

.871.2 For asphalt blocks.

.871.3 For mixing method.

.871.4 For penetration method.

.872 Coal tar products.

.872.1 For mixing method.

.872.2 For penetration method.

.873 Fluxes.

.874 Crushed stone.

.875 Gravel.

.876 Sand.

Crushed stone, 
Hand tools. 
Crushers.

•7n • 755
•755*1

.755.21 Gyratory. 
-755-22 Jaw. 
-755-23 
•755-24 
•755-3 
-755-31 
-755-32 
-755-33

•712
•712.!

City streets.
Thoroughfares.

2,2 Minor streets.
‘7 2-3 Streets for special purposes ; 

toads ; speedways.
•4 Alleys ; lanes.
•5 Squares ; public gardens.

*72 Traffic.
•721 
•722

Rotary.
Hammer or impact.

Screens.
Rotary.
Shaking.
Stationary.

Washers.
Heaters.

•712
•712 -755-4 

•755-5
.755-6 Bins.
• 755-7 Other appliances.Weight. 

Distributi 
'723 Effects. 
•7=4 Ce

Brick machinery. 
.756.1 Clay mills.
.756.2 Brick machines. 
! 756.3 Dryers.
•756.4 
.756-5

.756
nsuses ; counts.

*73 Surveys
Preliminary surveys ; reconn aisances. 

J2 D°cation surveys ; staking out.
-7« Profiles.
■'34 Curvature.
i734-1 Widening.

4-2 Superelevation.

and Designs.
•731 Kilns.

Other machinery.
machinery.Concrete 

Mixers. 
Continuous. 
Batch. 
Gravity.

•757
-757-1 
•757-11 
•757-12 
•757*x3
;«£, ^-'wheelbarrows.

Continuous; belts; pneumatic. 
Other appliances.

',4 Features.
•H: All

•744 Slo 
•745 Dr

gnment.

•757-22
•757-23
•757-3

Pes.
. eiuage.

746 Accessories.
Gutters ; catch basins ; nul 

.7,, 2 Retaining walls ; gua 
•746 3 Pr.ici8;es ; culverts.
•7dfi 4 Milestones ; signs ; mirrors. 
•746 « Lighting; lamp 
746,6 Other features.

Asphalt machinery. 
Hand tools.
Mining appliances

appliances,

.758■746.: inlets.
•758-1
.758.2
.758.3 Refinery 
--o . Hot mixers.
S s Kettles; heaters. 

.758.6 Other machinery.

■746. rd rails ; stills;

Wood block machinery. 
Hand tools.
Special 
Dry kilns.
Tanks. .
Treating cylinders. 
Pumps.
Conveyers ;
Other app

•75 Construction Equipment. -759
•7^1 Excavating and grading machinery.

0 ,1 Hand tools.
.7,.*a Scrapers.
. -3 Drags.
■751 5 r!ows i scarifiers.
•751.6 Elevating graders.
*751-7 * inching machinery.

S?^er sh°,ïcis-uther appliances.
Hauling machinery.

Wheelb

•759-1
•759-2
•759-3
■759-4
•759-5
•759-8
•759-7
•759-8

etc.saws,

•751

transporters.
liances.

.76 Maintenance.

.761 Dragging!

.762 Rolling-
Sprinkling.

With water.
With chemical so. 

tarring, 
with other

scraping.

•7sa.,
*752.2 \y arrows. ■ 763agons ; carts.

ASUte°amtniCkS- 

•752 f °as°line.
■752 53 Electric.
■ J ,( Cars.
■752^* Dumping.
■752 , xon-dumping. 
•752. , Lo=omotives. 
•752.52 Steam.
•752.1: ~asoline ; oil.
■7.42.;3 Electric.
■752.s' -Compressed air. 
•75a.fi! Tqr.actors- 
'752.63 rfQea^
‘752.7 gasoline or oil. 
■752.8 nI?Ct0r wa^ons. 

VJther machinery.

•752 • 763•1

.764 Oiling»
Treating 

766 Sweeping.

oy*°brooms-
,767 Vacuum cleaning.

Flushing.
, With hose

With horse or auto
.769 Miscellaneous net ° ving
(For repairs, see

question).

Cultivation.
Tree planting

.765

by hand..768
flushers.

of maintenance.
material in

.768.

.768.2

-77
• 771

s 
S



.132 Diversion.

.132.1 Dams.

.132.11 Earth.

.132.12 Rock fill.

.132.13 Masonry ; concrete. 

.132.14 Wood.

.132.15 Steel.

.132.16 Other materials.

.133 Underground water collection. 
Wells.•I33-I 

.133.11 Shallow. 

.133.111 Large open. 

.133.112 Driven.

.133.12 Deep.

.133.2 Springs.

.133.21 Spring basins. 
Galleries.•133-3

.133.4 Other devices. 

.134 Other adjuncts.

.14 Pumping.

.141 Intakes.

.141.1 Cribs.

.141.2 Towers.

.141.3 Screens.

.X41.4 Other devices.

.142 Suction wells.

.143 Steam plant.

.143.1 Boilers.

.143.11 Fire tube.

.143.12 Water tube.

.X43.13 Other types.

.143.2 Fuel handling machinery. 

.143.21 Cars.

.143.22 Trolleys.

.143.23 Conveyers.

.143.3 Chimneys.
•143*4 
.143.5 Feed pumps.
.143.6 Condensers.
.143.61 Surface.
.143.62 Jet.
.143.63 Barometric.
.143.64 Air pumps and auxiliaries. 
.143.7 Engines.
.143.71 Reciprocating.
.143.7x1 Low speed.
.143.712 High speed.
.143.713 Turbines.
.143.713.1 Impulse.
.143.713.2 Reaction.
.143.8 Piping.
.143.9 Miscellaneous appliances.

ratus-
Forced and induced draft appa

Water power plant. 
Turbines.

.144 

.144.1

.144.2 Pel ton wheels.
Overshot wheels.-M4-3 

.144.4 Governors. 

.144.5 Other devices.

.145 Gas plant.

.145.1 Producers.
.145.2 
-M5-3 
.145.4 Engines.
.145.5 Other appliances.

.146 Electric plant.

.146.1 Generators.

.146.11 Direct current. 

.146.12 Alternating current. 

.146.2 Switch gear.

.146.3 Transformers.

. 146.4 Transmission line. 

.146.5 Motors.

.146.51 Direct current. 

.146.52 Alternating current. 

.146.6 Other appliances.

.147 Compressed air plant. 
.147.1 Compressors.
.147.2 Storage tanks.
.147.3 Pipe lines.
.147.4 Other appliances. 
.148 Pumps.
.148.1 Reciprocating.
.148.11 Steam.
. 148.12 Hydraulic.
.148.13 Power.
.148.2 Rotary.
.148.3 Centrifugal.
.148.4 Pneumatic.
.148.41 Displacement.
.148.42 Air lift.
.148.5 Gas.
.148.51 Humphrey.
. 148.6 Other varieties.

Purifiers.
Gasometers.

Jl

.in.ix Physical.

.111.12 Chemical.

.1x1.13 Bacteriological.

.111.14 Protection of quality ; prevention of 
pollution.

.111.15 Other data.

.112 Flowing streams ; rivers ; brooks ; creeks ;
impounding reservoirs.

.112.1 Quality.

.112.11 Physical.

.112.12 Chemical.

.112.13 Bacteriological.
.112.14 Protection of quality ; prevention of 

pollution. .
.112.15 Other data.

113 Underground waters ; springs ; wells ; gal-

.113.1 Quality.

.113.11 Physical.

.113.12 Chemical.

.113.13 Bacteriological.

.113.14 Protection of quality ; prevention of 
pollution.

.113.15 Other data.

.114 Yield.

.114.11 Amount.

.114.12 Rate.

.114.13 Distribution.

.114.14 Other data.

.114.2 Evaporation.

.114.21 From land area.

.114.22 From water surface.

.114.23 Other data.

.114.3 Percolation.

.114.4 Runoff.

.X14.5 Underground waters.

.114.51 Pumping tests.

.114.6 Other data on yield

.115 Consumption.

.115.1 Domestic.

.115.11 Amount.

.115.12 Variation.

.115.13 Other data.

.115.2 Industrial.

.115.21 Amount.

.115.22 Variation.

.115.23 Other data.

.115.3 Public (except fire).

.115.31 Amount.

.115.32 Variation.

.115.33 Other data.

.115.4 Fire protection.

.115.41 Amount.

.115.42 Other data.

.115.5 Waste.

.115.51 Amount.

.115.52 Detection.

.115.521 By inspection.

.115.522 By metering.

.115.523 By Deacon meter.

.115.524 By pitometcr.

.115.525 By pulsograph.

.115.526 By other methods.

.115.53 Prevention.

.115.531 By inspection.

.115.532 By metering.

.115.533 Bv other methods.

.115.6 T'-'tal consumption.

.115.61 Quantity.

.115.62 Variation.

.115.621 Hourly.

.115.622 Daily.

.115.623 Weeklv.

.115.624 Monthly ; seasonal.

. 115.625 Annual.

.115.63 Other data.

.116 Pressure.

.116.1 For domestic use.

.116.2 For industrial use.

.116.3 For public use.

.116.4 For fire protection.

.116.5 For other purposes.

.116.6 Gauges.

.116.61 Indicating.

.116.62 Recording.

. 116.7 Other data.

.12 Hydraulics.

.121 Of canals ; conduits ; pipe lines.

.122 Of frp streams; hose ; nozzles.

.123 Of distribution system.

.124 Of pumping machinery.

Measuring devices.
Weirs.
Orifices.
Meters.
Pitometers : pitot tubes.
Other devices.

.126 Other hydraulic questions.

.13 Collection of Water.
Tm noundin g reservoirs.

.131.1 Dams.

.88 Other Paving Materials.

.881 Shells.

.882 Slag.

.883 Cinders.

.884 Other materials.

.89 Sidewalks and Curbing.
Sidewalks ; crosswalks.

.891.1 Arrangement. 

.891.11 Slope.

.891.12 Grade.
Width..891.13 

.891.14 Position.
.891.2 Materials.

Earth ; gravel ; cinders. 
Wood.

.891.21 

.891.22

.891.23 Brick ; tile.

.891.24 Stone; flagging.
. 891.25 Concrete ; artificial stone flags. 

.891.26 Asphalt; coal tar products. 

.891.27 Other materials.

.892 Curbing.

.892.1 Arrangement. 

.892.xi Size.

.892.12 Shape.

.892.2 Materials. 

.892.21 Stone. 

.892.211 

.892.212

Rainfall.
Limestone.
Granite. 
Sandstone. 
Other stones.

.892.213 

.892.214

.892.22 Concrete.
Corner protection.

.892.222 Reinforcement. 

.892.23 Wood.

.892.24 Vitrified clay. 

.892.25 Other materials.

CONSTRUCTION.
.91 Subgrade.

Excavation. 
Consolidation.
Ditching and drainage.

625.9

.911 

• 9I3
.92 Foundation.

Preparing material. 
Telford.
Macadam. 
Concrete.

.921.1

nor 'a. Other materials. , _(For methods of mixing, placing;, spreading^ 
consolidating, etc., see under 625.94a and 

and so forth).625.945»
.93 Cushion.

Sand.
Mortar.
Other materials.

•931
•932
•933
.94 Wearing Surface.

Earth.
Gravel.
Sand-clay ; top-soil.
Burnt-clay ; ballast.
Other earthy materials. _

i Spreading; 2 Shaping ; 3 Rolling, tamp
ing; 4 Finishing.

Macadam ; telford.
Spreading stone.
Consolidating.
Sprinkling.
Accessory construction.

.941

.941.1

.941.2
-941-3
•941-4

.942
•942-1

.942.3

.942.4
Block paving ; stone ; brick ; wood block; 

block.•943
asphalt 

Distributing blocks. 
Placing blocks. 
Consolidating blocks. 
Jointing blocks.

-943-1
-943-2
-943-3
•943-4

Asphalt ; bituminous macadam. 
Mixing material.
Distributing material.

.944.3 Consolidating material.

.944.4 Sprinkling with oil, tar or asphalt.

•944
.944.1
.944.2

Concrete.
Mixing materials. 
Distributing materials. 
Consolidating materials.

•945
-945-1 
•945-2 
-945-3
.946 Other kinds of paving.

.95 Sidewalks and Curbing.

.951 Preparing 

.952 Placing.
-953 Jointing.
•954 1
.96 Street Railways.
.961 Preparing the foundation.
.962 Laying the track.
.963 Paving between and adjacent to rails. 

628. SANITARY ENGINEERING.
628.1 WATER SUPPLY.

.11 Sources of Supply.
Lokes and ponds.

Quality.

materials.

Other operations.
•125
.125.1
.125.2
•125.3
•125.4
.125.5

.111.1

THE CANADIAN ENGINEER Volume 27.632
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.24 Sewer Sections.

.241 Pipe.

.241.1 Clay.

.241.2 Concrete.

.241.3 Jointing materials. 

.241.31 Cement.

.241.32 Asphalt.

.241.33 Sulphur and sand. 

.241.34 Cement and tar. 

.241.35 Other materials. 

.242 Brick ; stone.

.243 Concrete.
Wood.
Other materials.

'*5 Storage

Z Surface '
•’52.1

Shut-off cocks. 
Other appliances.and Service Reservoirs. .177.1 

.177.2

.18 Removal of Impurities.

.181 Sedimentation.

.181.1 Plain.

.181.2 With coagulant.

.182 Storage, effect on quality.

, Earth.
' 52,11 Open. 
■‘52.12 Covered. 

52.2 Masonry ; 
'If-” Open. 

52,22 Covered.

concrete.

.183 Filtration.
Slow sand filtration. 
Sedimentation basins. 
Filter beds.

■J53 Elevated.
‘ 53*i Tanks.

Wood.
:£ Mpnry;Cconcr=te.

•:F4 tti™ria,s- 

■Z.ll ^

.183.1 

.183.11 

.183.12

.183.121 Drainage systems.

.183.13 Operating devices,

.183.131 Cleaning devices.

.183.131.1 Scrapers.

.183.131.2 Sand washers.

.183.131.3 Blaisdell machine.

.183.131.4 Other devices.

.183.14 Clear water basins.

.183.2 Rapid filtration.

.183.21 Coagulation basins.
183.211 Chemical mixing devices. 

.183.212 Chemical feeding machinery. 

.183.22 Filter beds.

.183.221 Drainage systems.

.183.222 Washing systems.

.183.222.1 Blowers.

.183.222.2 Air storage tanks. 

.183.222.3 Air piping.

.183.222.4 Mechanical agitators. 

.183.23 Operating devices.

.183.24 Clear water basins.

.244
• 245
.246 In combination with other structures.

.25 Appurtenances.
Manholes ; lampholes; ventilating shafts., ?îon; steel. 

53,23 Maso,
53-24 Other

•251
.251.1 Regular.
.251.2 Drop.
.251.3 Special.

Catch basins ; gullies ; inlets.

°nry ; concrete, 
materials.

V4 Adjuncts.
' 54,1 Inlets.
,,54,2 Outlets.
■u/3 Sverflows-
•iS's SeguIat

54,15 Other

.353 
•=54 
.255 Outlets.
.256 Other appurtenances.

Flush tanks.
House connections.

ors ; automatic valves, 
devices.

•161 C<?na,s’ Conduits and Aqueducts.
-63 OpenyS * desi6ns‘
•‘6a.,
•t6a.a
•;52,3 pi
,,62,3i

.26 Special Structures.

.261 Stream crossings.

.261.1 Bridges.

.261.2 Inverted siphons.

.262 Overflows.

.262.1 Weirs.

.262.2 Regulators.

.262.3 Other types.

.263 Flood and tide gates.
.264 Reservoirs ; tank sewers.
.265 Pumping stations.
.265.1 Automatic.
.265.11 Compressed air.
.265.12 Electric.
.265.13 Other types.
.265.2 Non-automatic.
.265.21 Steam.
.265.22 Electric.
.265.33 Gas, gasoline or oil.
.265.24 Other types.
.266 Other special structures.

Special Construction Appliances.
Excavators.
Material handling devices.
Forms ; centres.
Jointing appliances.
Unwatering devices.

.276 Other appliances.

.28 Operation and Maintenance.

.281 Cleaning.

.281.1 Scraping.

.281.11 Hand.

.281.12 Power.

.282 Flushing.

.282.1 Tank carts.

.282.2 By hand with hose.

.282.3 By damming sewage.
Other Material Regarding Sewerage

-, canals.
Unlined. 
Dined. Disinfection ; sterilization.

.184.1 By copper sulphate.

.184.3 By hypochlorite of lime. 
184.3 By hypochlorite of soda. 

.'184.4 By liquid chlorine.

.184.5 By ozone.

.184.6 By ultra-violet rays.
By other methods.

. I84umes. 
•‘6a ; Wood. 
,i6 2'32 Metal. 

2,33 Other materials.
•163., C~osed conduits.
.16, Tunnels.
•X63P.nlined.
•16&* Dined.
■'63.2, Asqueducts.
■'63.22 o ne; Erick.
•163., V°ncrete.
•*63.3, Px£e >s.
•163 J^ood.
■■elü! Don; Steel.

"lain Cr mater‘.aI=-
5 and services, see 628.17 below).

.163

.184.7

.19 Special Water Works Appliances.
Trenching machinery.
Cleaning apparatus for mains. 
Jointing machines.
Tapping machines.
Other devices.

.191

• 193 
.194
• 195

(For SEWERAGE.
Preliminary Investigations.
Surveys ; maps; plans; profiles. 

Borings ; test pits.

Population.
Measurements ; gaugings.

Other data.

628.2
•I64•,64,‘Acbcts-

■'64.2 j,a,t.cs 1 valves.
■'64.3 belief valves.
"64,3. t,eVtalVeS- 

4 Outlet.
•<S o^woff» I drains. 

°ther adjuncts.
lîain8 and Services.
Maïns78 ! design5,

2 u?St iron.
■Ua.,, l^nsht iron; steel.

">=.3 |"=d.
- 3 „S ave.

0th=r form

.27

.273

.274
.213
.214•I64.32

•16 •275.215
.22 Sewerage Systems.

‘*7 Isolated.
Privies; latrines. 
Earth closets. 
Cesspools. 
Incinerators.
Other devices.

•*7t
•*7a
•*72.ï 
**72.

Collective.
Pneumatic.
Berlier.
Liernur.
Other systems. 

Water carriage. 
Separate. 
Combined.

.29
SEWAGE DISPOSAL.

.31 Composition of Sewage.
Physical.
Chemical.
Bacteriological.
Other data.

.32 Disposal by Dilution.
Surveys ; designs.

Soundings.
Current and tide observations. 
Stream flow.
Other data.

628.3

•^•4 •3“
.312
•3*3
•3*4

s of mains.
■173.
i>3'2 FbZ,ed,and Eorcd. 
i,^'3 Leaded1 ^ b°,ted- 

rP°nred.
'"’3.4 ^ad wool.

tl,cr material,.

,23 Design.
.231 
.231.1 
.231.2 
.231.21 
.231.22

Size.
Sanitary sewers.
Storm
Formulas.
Rational methods.
see 628.114)*

Infiltration; 1 
Other data.

.321

.321.1

.321.2

.321*3

.321.4

(For rainfall data

leakage.
.231.3
.231.4
.232
.232.1
.232.2
.232.3
.232.4

Outlets.
Single.
Non-submerged.
Submerged.

Multiple.
Non-submerged.

•*74 .322
.322.1

.322.2

Coa‘ings. Shape.
Circular.
Egg-shaped.
Horseshoe.
Parabolic ;
basket handle. 

Rectangular.
Other shapes.

Velocity.
In sanitary sewers. _
In storm water drains. 
Erosion.
Grades.
Other data.

"?4,> An —
>2 Asp^SmDh solution. 

U-3 Jm " ltlc Preparations.
; ?4,4 0,1 WraPping.
U4.5 p,, er methods•!»«. , E>‘roIy,is. ’•

•5a FrUSCS-

catenary :semi-elliptical ;

.322.22 Submerged.
Other data regarding disposal by dilution.232.5

.232.6
"?4 •3*3

.33 Screening.Mention.•Us•Us.t^ssorie,.
'Us.2 ^a‘=s ; valves 
"Us,3 hydrants.
'1?5.4 0aDh boxes 

ther details.

• 233 Coarse screens. 
Bar screens. 
Fabric screens. 
Horizontal. 
Inclined.

•33*.233-*
.233-2
.233-3
.233-4
.233-5

•33*-*
•331-2 
•33*-3 
•33**4 
.331.5 Other types.

for cleaning.
•*76"76.,SVvic„.

:%■> Tfa?1 f'n-lined lead.
;u«i; «ÏÏt*iron:

^'33 Ceamanized.
. ? 4 0,h™ent Hied.

U Ap„ materials. 
FPurtenances.

V=n,wearti0anir; "sewer

g iTof p=rfor=t=daPmanhole

.234.4 ByCspecial shafts, ^

% mechanical methods; fan, '.Z, By other mean,

gas"; explosions..234 Fine screens.• 332
.332.1 Stationary.
.332.2 Moving.
.332.21 Cylindrical.
.332.22 Band.
.332.23 Other varieties.
• 333 Other types of screens.

.334-*

.234-2

.234-3

covers,

steel.



A.
628.44
625.746
625.759-1
628.183.222.4
628.234.1 
628.147 
628.147-! 
628.I48.42

628.183.222.3
628.i43.64
628.183.222.2
628.164.3 
625.74I
625.712.4
628.i46.i2
628.I46.52
628.353
628.413.2
628.115.11 
628.4II.9 
628.Ii5.2Z 
628.Ii5.3l 
628.II4-II 
628.412.2 
628.II5.51 
628.39I 
628.II5.625 
628.I92 
628.334 
628.274
628.372.12
628.371.2

Abattoirs
Accessory features of roads 
Adzes
Agitators, mechanical 
Air of sewers 
Air, compressed, plant 
" compressors
" lift 
" piping 
" pumps 
“ storage tanks 
" valves

Alignment of roads 
Alleys
Alternating current generators 

" “ motors
Aluminum, salts of, in chemical precipitation 
Amount of ashes

" domestic water consumption 
" garbage
“ industrial water consumption 
“ public water consumption, (except fire) 
" rainfall 
“ rubbish 
“ water waste

Analyses, sewage
Annual variation of total water consumption 
Appliances for cleaning water mains 

“ “ “ sewers
" " jointing sewers

Application of sewage to intermittent sand filters
“ “ " “ farms
“ “ " “ sprinkling filters, (see "splash plates,

628.374-12
628.163.2
625.892.1
628.371.1
625.891.1 
625.771-2 
628.143-2 
628.413
625.871.2
625.832.3
625.871.3 
625.871

nozzles, distributers")
Aqueducts, (see "stone, brick, concrete") 
Arrangement of curbing

" " sewage farms
" ” sidewalks
" " trees

Ash handling machinery
Ashes, (see "composition, amount, variation") 
Asphalt for blocks 

joint
mixing method 
paving

filler

6aS-W\

6,5-W? 
625-e6T[ 
62S-944-’
625-758-5
6=8.74 ■ 
625.75S.5
6=5-758
625.758- ’ 
6=5.944-
625.758- 5 
625-944•’
625.753

:: stm=tanks _ 628.!74'a
Asphaltic preparations for coating mains a2=;-752*^
Auto trucks, (see “steam, gasoline, electric") .
Automatic sewage pumping stations, (see "compressed air, 55,1

electric") . 628. i54-5
Automatic valves for reservoirs, etc.

Asphalt for penetration method
" “ sheet asphalt
“ " sidewalks
" " surfacing concrete roads.
" distributing 
" heaters
" joints for sewer pipe 
“ kettles 
" machinery 
" mining apparatus 
" mixing
“ refining apparatus 
" rolling
“ rollers, gasoline or oil

.34*

.*9

B.
628.3^ 
628.l3 
628.111'

.13Bacteriological composition of sewage
“ quality of underground water

" " lake and pond water
" " stream and impounding reservoir s:S“

625-8’8 ,
6=5-94’'8,
628-33=-’

E:S;
625-83'J,

6’8-’ :=■

6,8.43

water
Baffles for sewage tanks, etc. 
Ballast, (paving material)
Ballast wearing surface 
Band fine screens 
Bar coarse screens 
Barometric condensers 
Bars, reinforcing 
Basalt for macadam

" " stone blocks
Basins for springs

" clear water, (slow sand) 
" “ " (rapid)
" coagulation 
" sedimentation, for water 

Basket-handle sewers 
Batch concrete mixers 
Baths, public
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Sprinkling filters.
Other forms of filters.

For sterilization and disinfection. 
For other methods of disposal. 

Operating results.
Other data.

TOWN AND CITY SANITATION.

.41 Refuse Disposal.

.411 Garbage.

.411.1 Composition.

.4H.3
.411.4

-393-34
-393-35
-393-4
-393-5

.371.3 Drainage.
Other details.

.334 Screen cleaning apparatus.
-334-1 Jets- 
.334.2 Brushes.
-334-3 Scrapers.
.334.4 Other devices.

.34 Plain Sedimentation.

.341 Grit chambers.

.342 Tanks.
.342.1 Shallow.
.342.2 Dortmund.
.342.3 Two story.
.342.31 Travis-Hampton.
.342.32 Imhoff or Emscher.
.342.321 Horizontal flow.
.342.322 Radial flow.
.342.4 Septic.
.342.5 Secondary, for treating filter effluent. 
.342.6 Other types.
.343 Appurtenances.
.343.1 Movable weirs.
.343.2 Scum boards.
.343.3 Baffles.
.343.4 Inlets.
.343.5 Outlets. ^
-343-6 Ventilating devices.
.343.7 Other appliances.

Other data on plain sedimentation.

.35 Chemical Precipitation.

.351 By lime.

.352 By salts of iron.
■353 By salts of aluminum.
.354 By other chemicals.
(For data on tanks see 628.34 above).
.36 Sludge Disposal.
.361 Dumping at sea; flushing into rivers. 
.362 Pressing.
. 363 Burial.
.364 Sludge beds.
.365 Lagooning.
.366 Centrifugal drying.
.367 Other methods.

.37 Filtration.

.371 Sewage farming; broad irrigation. 

.371.1 Arrangement.

.371.2 Application of sewage.

-371-4

Intermittent sand filtration, 

material.

-372
.372.1 Beds.
.372.11 Filtering

Application of sewage. 
.372.13 Drainage.

Other details.

•394
•395

.372.12 628.4

.372.14

.372.2 Dosing apparatus. 

.372.3 Other details.
Amount. 
Variation. 
Other data.

Contact beds. 
Beds.
Dibdin beds.

•373
-373-1
-373-11
.373.2 Dosing apparatus. 
.373.3 Filtering material. 
.373.4 Drainage.

Other details.

Rubbish.• 412
.412.1 Composition. 

Amount. 
Variation. 
Other data.

.412.3

.412.4
-373-5

Sprinkling filters.
Beds.
Filtering material. 
Application of sewage. 
Splash plates.
Nozzles.
Distributers.

•374
Ashes.

Composition. 
Amount. 
Variation. 
Other data.

-374-1 
• 374-n 
.374.12 
-374-121 
.374.122

•413
.413.1
.413.2
-413-3
-413-4

-374-123 
.374.2 Dosing apparatus. 
.374.3 Drainage.

Other details.
Other types of filters.

.414 Collection.

.414.1 Separately.
Combined.
Other data.

Disposal.
.415.1 By dumping.
.415.2 By burial. . *
.415.3 By feeding to hogs, (garbage only/- 
.415.4 By incineration.
.415.5 By reduction, (garbage only).
.415.6 By utilization; picking; sorting,

By other methods.

•344
.414.3

-374-4
•375

.415.38 Sterilization and Disinfection.
.381 By hypochlorite of lime.
.382 By hypochlorite of soda. 
.383 By liquid chlorine.
.384 By electrolytic processes. 
.385 By lime.
.386 By other methods.

(rubbi»1’

-415-7
.42 Convenience Stations.

.39 Operation and Maintenance.
Methods of control; analyses..391 , „

.392 Operating methods.
Maintenance methods.

For disposal by dilution. 
For screening.
For filtration.

.43 Public Baths and Laundries.
Slaughter House and Abattoirs.

.45 Morgues, Cemeteries and Crematories- 

.46 Smoke Prevention.
Other Questions of Municipal

•393
-44-393-1 

-393-2
-393-3
-393-31 Sewage farms.
.393.32 Intermittent sand filters. 
.393.33 Contact beds.

Sanitatio»1-
•47

the Dewey Decimal System of Classification 

Cover Municipal Engineering.
Relative Index for

to

: : 
:

: : 
:
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Beds’ fif,ntact> (sce "Dibdin")
,.S' (slow sand)
“ (rapid)
„ flower

intermittent sand filtration, (see “material, application, 
drainage”)

<< sludge
Belts /pr*nkling filter, (see “material, application”)
Berlier conveying concrete 
Bin" System of 

8“ummous macadam

Cleaning devices for filter beds (slow sand), (see “sdrapers, 
Blaisdell”)

Cleaning sewers
Clear water basins, (slow sand)

“ “ “ (rapid)

628.373*1
628.183.1a 
628.183.22 
625.772.2

628.183.131 
628.281 
628.183.14 
628.183.24 
62a.221.2 
628.181.2
628.183.21
628.143.21 
028.143.23
628.143.22 
628.331

628.177.1 
628.414 
628.13
628.414.2
628.222.22
628.413.1
628.411.1
628.412.1

Closets, earth
Coagulant, sedimentation of water with 
Coagulation basins for water 
Coal handling with cars

628.372.1 
628.364
628.374*1
625*757*23
628.222.11 
625.755*6 
625.87 
625.944*2
625.944*1
625.944*3
628.183.131*3
625.943
625*93
625.943*4
625.754*6
625-943*1
625.943*2
625.943*3
625.844
625.83
625.843
625.85
625.852
628.183.222.1 

• 628.164.4
628.343*2
628.143.11 
628.143*12 
628.173.31 
628.212 
625.773 
625.773
628.163.21
625.756.3
625.756.4
625.756.2
625.841 
628.242 
625.891.23
625.842
625.746*3
628.261.1
625.851.2
628.371
625.755
625.766.3 
628.334*2 
625.757*22
625.757*21
628.415*2
628.363
625.813
625.941*3

« “ ” conveyers
" “ " trolleys

Coarse screens, (see “fabric, horizontal, inclined”) 
Coatings for mains, (see “Smith, asphaltic, jute”) 
Cocks, shut-off , .
Collection of refuse, (see “separate, combined )

Combined collection of refuse 
“ system of sewerage

Composition of ashes
“ “ garbage
“ “ rubbish
“ “ sewage, (see

logical”)
Compressed air hoists

“ “ locomotives

“ sewage pumping stations (automatic)
" storage tanks

sewerage

distributing 
mixing

ÿaisdell u- “ , rolling 
Block n, ™achme for washing slow 

" construction of
cushion for 
filling joints in

sand filters

, , sPlitters 
« *» distributing 
« Placing

^o,ing °r tamPing

«. vitrified
Wood

Bio
“physical, chemical, bacterio-

625-754*56 
625.752.54

628.265.11 
628.147.2
628.147.1
625.892.22 
625.86 
625.891.25
628.163.22 
625-757*22 
625.757.31 
625*757*2

628.131.13 628.132.3
625.945.2
625.921.3 
628.153.13
625-757
625.757*1
625.945.1
628.163.33
628.152.2
628.241.2 
628.243
628.153.33 
625*945*3 
6-8.143.63 
628.143.62 
628.143.61

Blowers
wolfs

B=U^

preservation of Compressors, air 
Concrete for curbing ,

<• “ roads and foundations theretor
“ ” sidewalks
“ aqueducts 
“ buckets 
“ buggies 
“ conveyers,
“ dams 
“ distributing 
'* foundations 
“ elevated tanks 
“ machinery
“ mixers, (see “continuous, batch, gravity ) 
“ mixing 
” pipe lines
“ reservoirs, (see “covered, open )
“ sewer pipe

Bio
B0

scum
.'lrs- fire tube 

Bored Water tube BoZsWo°d mains

5°ule (see “continuous”)
8rDÿ/owePraCe

.. aQueducts

„ kilns 
«. Machines
u 0rdinary 
.. spwers 
- sidewalks

British pSeWer 
§r°ad irr?lU™^^a for wood blotks 
Sr°ken ct?atlon for sewage disposal 
R °°”>s. hon,! machinery
brushes f- Se. or auto, sweeping with 
l^kets ZI cleaning 
Regies c°ncrete

U“iaI of /eC^*'

ont elaySlfU0drge

Bo

" sewers 
“ standpipes
“ tamping 

Condensers, barometric 
“ jet
“ surface

Conduits, hydraulics of
Connections, house 
Consolidation of subgrade 
Consolidating machinery for roads 
Construction of block paving 

“ “ curbing

“ sidewalks 
“ street railways 
equipment for roads 

tion of water

Br

screens 628.254 
625.912
625.753 
625.943 
625.95
625.9
625.95
625.96
625.75

“ for fire protection . f , . 628.115.4
Contact W, > S&.

ci;- sss" £S:5

Control of sewage disposal plants
Convenience^ stations^, ^ 6,5.7S7 ,

•• fuel and ash handling 628.143.23
-■ wood blocks «=5.759.7

_ cTnhntp ns a water disinfectant 628.184.1S5? yu-3,.-*. g:grCountry roads for heavy traffic 625.7-1.3

- " medium " 625.7-1.0
625.724 
628.152.12 
628.152.22 
628.465 
625.759.6 
625.759.4
625.852.1
628.141.1
625.742 
628.261 
625.89I
625.743
625.874 
625.864 
625.821
625.755
625.755.21 
625.755.24
625.755- 24 
625-755.22
625.755- 23

625.746.3
625.892.1
625.95
625.892.11

625.892.21
625.892.22 
625.953 
625.952

Be
Paving 

Wearing surface

C*b|ewaVs
“ISl hydraulics of 
I. uned 
«« °Pen

cs: of

Car,/e-”pUel handling

cat‘h,rw-mains 

natenarv ns 
c Uses 0fseTers

e^ent electrolysis

c. Consump625.754*4
628.121
628.162.3 
628.162
628.162.1
625.771*3
628.143*21
625.752.41
625.752.2 
628.172*1

625.746.1 628.252
628.232.4 
628.174*51
628.861
625.832.4 
628.241.31 
628.176.33
625.891.25
628.45 
625.724 
628.273
628.148.3
628.221.3 
625.883
625.80I-21 
628.232.1 

625.712
628.34I 
628.312
628.183.212 
628.183.2II
628.35
628.111*12

Conveyers

l & f°r joint filler
lined5 = f°r- sew?r P‘Pe

O cjj service pipeCen, -dewa,ks

of
C'ntfifug“ir s=w=rs
c,^oual ^

Counts, traffic 
Covered earth reservoirs

Crematories 
Creosote pumps 

“ tanks 
Creosoting -
Cribs, intake 
Cross sections of roads 
Crossings, stream,
Crosswalks 
Crown of roads 
Crushed stone for asphalt, etc.

»« “ macadam
“ machinery

concrete reservoirsmasonry or

traffic
for wood blocks

f°r roads
Cellar s'dewaiks
Ch^r**5

,?>eal ' grit

Ci, for sewers

imposition of 
Ceding devices 

n 1XlV& devices 
^ical qUavlPltatîon» (see “lime, iron, aluminum”) 

„ of water from lakes and ponds

voirs

sewage

Ch Crushers, gyratory 
" hammer
“ impact

Cultivation along streets

and impounding reser*Ch streams 628.112.12
628.113*12
625*763*2
628.143*3
628.234*5
625.754*1
628.383
628.184.4
625.756*1
628.241.1
628.192

Cubical
of underground 

„neys street sprinkling
Cfiji!8, ston«eCt*0ns t0» *or sewcr ventilation

■7y -hills
Cl,aniZCr P=P=

" 8 aPPa

Culverts ,
Curbing, arrangement of 

«« construction oi
size of 
shape of 
stone for 
concrete 
jointing 
placing

or sewage treatment
water ”

,/atus for water mains -rrap.
“ screens, (see “jets, brushes, scrap 628.334ers”)
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Curbing, stone ware 
“ terra cotta 

vitrified clay

Current observations 
Curvature of roads 
Curves, superelevation of, in roads 

“ widening of, in roads 
Cushion for block paving 
Cylinders for treating wood blocks 
Cylindrical fine screens

Electrolytic processes of sewage treatment 
Elevated tanks, (see “wood, iron, steel, masonry, concrete") 628.153.1 
Elevating graders
Embankments, earth *
Engines, gas

“ gasoline
“ oil
“ steam, (see “low speed, high speed, turbines")
“ traction

Equipment, construction, for roads 
Erosion in sewers 
Evaporation from land areas

“ “ water surfaces
Excavating machinery for roads 
Excavation of subgrade 
Excavators for sewerage work 
Expansion joints in concrete roads 
Explosions in sewers 
Explosives

628.384625.892.24
625.892.24
625.892.24
625.892.23
628.321.2 
625.734
625.734.2
625.734.1
625.93
625.759-5
628.332.21

(>2S'7Sl‘S
628.152.1
628.145-4
628.145.4
628.145-4
628.143-7
625.752-61
625.75
628.233.3
628.114- 21
628.114- 23 
625.751 
625.911 
628.271
625.866.1
628.234-!
625.754-7

D.
Daily variation of total water consumption
Dams, (see “earth, rock fill, masonry, concrete, wood, 

steel")
Deal, Norway, for wood blocks 
Deep wells 
Derricks
Detection of water waste, (see “inspection, meters, pitometer, 

pulsograph")
Devices for cleaning filter beds, (slow sand), (see “scrapers, 

washers, Blaisdell")
Devices for feeding chemicals 

mixing chemicals 
unwatering trenches 

“ “ ventilating sewage tanks
Dibdin slate contact beds 
Dilution, disposal of sewage by

Direct current generators 
“ motors

Disinfection of sewage, (see “hypochlorite, chlorine, lime, 
electrolytic processes")

Disinfection of water, (see “copper, hypochlorite, chlorine, 
ozone, ultra-violet")

Disinfection, sewage, operating methods for 
Displacement pumps, pneumatic 
Disposal, by dilution, of sewage

of refuse, (see “dumping, hog-feeding, incineration, 
reduction, utilization")

Disposal of sludge, (see “dumping, pressing, burial, beds, 
lagooning, drying")

Distributing asphalt
bituminous macadam 
blocks

628.115.622

628.131.1 628.132
625.851.3 
628.133.12
625.754-3 F.

625.868.2
628.331-3 
628.234-6 
628.37*
628.371•*
628.393-3*
628.I43-5
628.183.2*3
625.832
625.943-4
628.183- 12
628.183- 22
628.183- *
628.183- 2

Fabric reinforcement for concrete roads 
“ coarse screens

628.115.52

Fans for ventilating sewers
Farming, sewage
Farms, sewage, arrangement of

“ operating methods

628.183.131 
628.183.212 
628.183.211 
628.275 
628.343.6
628.373.11 
628.32 
628.393.1
628.146.11 
628.146.51

Feed pumps
Feeding devices, chemical 
Fillers for joints for stone blocks 
Filling joints in block paving 
Filter beds, (slow sand)

“ “ (rapid)
Filters, slow sand

“ sprinkling, (see “beds, dosing apparatus, drainage") 628.374 
Filtration, intermittent sand, (see “beds, dosing apparatus") 628.372 

“ sewage 628.37
“ water 628.183

Fine screens, (see “stationary, moving") 628.332
Fir, British Columbia or Oregon, for wood blocks 625.851-2
Fire pressure 628.1*6-4

“ protection, consumption of water for 628.U5-4
“ streams, hydraulics of 628.122
“ tube boilers 628. m3-11

Flagging for sidewalks 625.891*24
Flanged and bolted joints for mains 628.173-2
Flood gates 628.263
Flow of streams 628.32*-3
Flower beds 625.772-2

“ boxes 625.773
Flumes, (see “wood, metal") 628.162.3
Flush tanks 628.253
Flushers, hose or auto 625.768.2
Flushing sewers by damming sewage 628.282.3

“ “ hand 628.282.2
“ “ tank carts 628.282»*

“ streets with hose 625.768.*
“ “ tank carts 625.768'3

Fluxes for asphalt, tar, etc. 625.873
Forced draft apparatus 628.143-4
Forms for sewers 628.273
Formulas for size of storm sewers 628.23*-3*
Foundations of roads

operating methods for

628.38

628.184 
628.393.5 
628.148.41or steam

628.415

628.36
625.944.2
625.944.2
625.943.1
625.945.2
628.114.13 
625.722
628.123
628.374.123 
625.913

628.116.1
628.115.1
628.342.2
628.373.2
628.372.2
628.374.2
628.143.4 
625.761 
625.75*-3
628.373.3
628.372.13
628.371.3
628.374.3 
625.913
625.745
628.183.121 
628.183.221
628.164.5
628.154.4
625.754.1
625.754.2 
628.133.112
628.251.2 
625-759-3
625.756.3 
628.366 
62c.752.41 
628.415.1 
628.361
635.754-7

concrete
Distribution of rainfall 

“ traffic
system, hydraulics of 

Distributers for sprinkling filters 
Ditching
Diversion dams, (see “dams") 
Domestic pressure

water consumption, (see “amount, variation") 
Dortmund sedimentation tank 
Dosing apparatus for contact beds

intermittent sand filters 
“ sprinkling filters 

Draft apparatus, forced and induced 
Dragging roads 
Drags for roads 
Drainage of contact beds

“ “ intermittent sand filters
“ sewage farms 

sprinkling filters 
subgrade

Drains for filter beds (slow sand)
“ (rapid)

“ large pipe lines
“ “ reservoirs, etc.

625-92
preparation of, (see “macadam, telford,

625.921 
625.961 
625.921,3 
625.921'3
635.93***
628.143-2* 
628.*43-23 
628.*43

concrete")
Foundation, placing, for street railways 
Foundations, concrete 

“ macadam
telford

Fuel handling with cars
“ conveyers 
“ trolleys .32

Drills, hand

Driven wells 
Drop manholes 
Dry kilns 
Dryers for brick 
Drying, centrifugal, for sludge 
Dump cars 
Dum*

c.
628.133-3
628.*76'33
628.411
625-7*2*5
628.*45-4
628.*45
628.145- * 
628.I48'5
628.145- 3
628.265- 23
628.145- 3 
625-7S4-32
628-145-4
625-754-54 
625-75z-52 
628.145 
625-753-*4
628.265- 2 
625-754-" 
628.164-' 
628.I75-' 
62S.263 
6=8-265
628.116-°
6=8.214
628.146- 
6.8.144-4 
628.233-4 
6=5-801 , 
625.75'-5 
6=5.75’ 
625-S62- 
625.S4'-3

Galleries, infiltration 
Galvanized iron or steel service pipe 
Garbage, (see “composition, amount, variation") 
Gardens, public 
Gas engines 

“ plant 
“ producers 
“ pumps 
“ purifiers
“ sewage pumping stations 

Gasometers 
Gasoline auto trucks 

“ engines

“ locomotives

“ sewage pumping stations
“ tractors

Gates on large pipe lines 
“ mains

ipmg

Dynamite

E.
Earth for roads

“ sidewalks 
“ closets

“ embankments
reservoirs, (see “covered, open") 

“ wearing surface 
Effect of storage on quality of water 

“ “ traffic on roads
Egg-shaped sewers 
Electric auto trucks

“ generators, (see “A.C., D.C.")

locomotives
“ motors, (see “A.C., D.C.")

625.891.21 
628.221.2 

628.131.11 628.132.1
628.152.1

625.941 
628.182 
62c.723
628.222.2
62c.752.13
6-8.t/6.1 
62c.754.55 
62e.752.53 
6-8.1/6.5

6-8.-6c. 12
e.72

6-8.17d.5 
6-8.174.51 
6-8.17/.52

“ flood 
“ tide

Gauges, pressure, (see “indicating, recording")
Gaugings of sewage
Generators, electric, (see “A.C., D.C.”)
Governors for water turbines
Grade of sewers

“ sidewalks 
Graders, elevating 
Grading machinery for roads 
Granite for curbing 

“ “ macadam

.*2
^age pumning stations, automatic

“ non-automatic
Electrolysis of mains 

causes of 
nreventinn of

3*2
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pipe, (see "asphalt, cement, sulphur, tar") 628.241.3 

625.943-4
628.174.3

Joints for .
Joints, filling, m block paving 
Jute for coating mains

Granite for
granolithic
travel as

625.831.1 
625.867.3 
625.812 
625.87s 
625.863 
625.8gl.21
625.755.6
625.755
625.941.1 
625.757.13 
628.341
625.746-2
625.252
625.746.1 
625.755.21

stone blocks
for surfacing concrete roads 

„ a paving material 
„ for asphalt, etc.
„ " concrete
,, “ sidewalks

" bins

K.
625.851.5
625.758.5
625.756.4
625-759-3
625.852.2

Karri for wood blocks 
Kettles for asphalt 
Kilns,

“ dry
Kyanizing for wood blocks

brick
machinery 
wearing surface 

concrete mixersGravity 
Gritr chambers
GuUie raih 
Gutters 
Gyratoi

L.
628.365 
628.HI 
628.251 
625.746.5
625.712.4 
628.221.1 
628.43
625.831.5 
625.772.X 
625.962
628.173.3
628.176.1 
628.173.32
628.173.5
628.231.3 
628.222.12 
628.I48.42
625.746.5 
628.351 
628.385 
625.892.2il
625.821.2
625.831.3 
628.XÔ2.2 
628.l63.i2
628.147.3
628.146.4
628.184.4 
628.383 
625.732 
628.i72.24

gasoline, electric, compressed air") 625.752.5
628.143.7n

for sludgeLagoons 
Lakes, water from 
Lampholes 
Lamp posts

ory crushers

Latrines
Laundries, public

for stone blocks

H.Hammer crushers 
ammers, stone 

Hand drills 
hoists 

,, rollers
Hatch boxes'5 

mg machineryHeaters for asph^lt
Hi«yh “ sand, gravel, etc.
Hij>hwSPee<* steam engines

«, ay construction equipment 
designs 

Ho f surveys 
Hoht«Cedlng with garbage 

u* compressed air 
„ electric 
„ gasoline 
,, hand

625.755-24 
625.754-1
625.754- 1
625.754- 51
625.753- 21
625.75s-11
628.175- 3 
625.752 
625.758-5 
625-755-5
628.143-712
625.75
625.73
625.73
628.415-3
625.754- 56
625.754- 55
625.754- 54
625.754- 51
625.754- 52
625.754- 54
625.754- 53 
628.331-3 
628.342.321
625.754- 52 
625.753-22
628.232.3 
628.122
625.758.4 
628.115-621 
628.254 
628.148.51
628.175- 2
628.148.12

Lawns 
Laying
Lead joints for 

“ service pipes 
«« wool joints for mains 

Leadite joints for mains 
Leakage of sewers 
Liernur system of sewerage 
Lift, air
Lighting of streets 
Lime in chemical precipitation 

“ sewage disinfection

traCk f0rm^rt(.r« "poured, lead wool")

for cleaning mains

for curbing 
'* macadam
" stone blocks

Limestone

Lined canals
" tunnels .

Lines, pipe, for compressed air 
" transmission

Location surveys 
Lock bar pipe 
Locomotives, (see steam,
Low speed steam engines

oil
for water disinfection 
“ sewage 
for roads

^°ntal coarse screens
flow Imhoff tanks

chlorineHoriz

Ho,r,Se hoists 
Hn r°hers
HosteSï°S shaPed sewers 
Hot’ hydraulics of 

mixers
Ho»=ly Variation of total water consumption 
HumnkCOnnections
Hydfa"? PUmP

Hydraulics,PU(”PeS "cana]s, conduits, pipe, fire-streams, hose,

Hyporhl .nozzles» pumps")
,, 0rite of lime in sewage treatment

sewage

M.
625.82
625.87
625.944.2
625.944.1
625.944-3
625.753.3
625.942.2
625.942.3 
625.921.2 
625.942 
628.172 
628.192 
628.174 
628.174.5

Macadam
bituminous

distributing 
mixing

•• rolling ,
rollers, (see "steam, gasoline, oil, hand, horse’) 

“ rolling
“ sprinkling
“ foundation
** wearing surface

Mains, (see "cast iron
il (sel "Smith, asphaltic, jute")

'* electrolysis of 
“ joints for,

leadite")
" machines for jointing 

of roads

628.12
628.381
628.184.2 
628.182
628.184.3 wrought iron, steel, wood")

"turned, flanged, leaded, wedged,’mpact Sedim=n‘ation

^01 Pulse steam 

Incinero*-Water wheels Inciter! ,0n °f refuse 
!nclinedt0rS f°r sewa£e 
Indicat- coarse screens
InHustruf nPreSsur=

«, laI Pressure
, water consumption, (see "amount, va

Infiltr!?. dr?ft 
«, atlon into

etc f galleries
•• *or reservoirs, etc.

sewage tanks, etc.

tanks, (see "horizontal, radial ') 628.173 
628.193 
625.76 
628.234.3 
628.251
628.251.2
628.251.3 
628.21X

628.131.13 628.132.3 
628.153.13
628.152.2 
628.153.23
628.372.11
628.373.3
628.374.11
625.892.2
625.891.2 
625.8
625.751.1 
628.214

628.183.222.4
638.162.32
628.125.3

638.115,522 628.115.533
628.115.533
625.746.4
625.756.1
635.712.3
625.746.4
625.757.1
625.757.12 
625.757.11 
625.757-13
625.718.4
625.758.2 
625.944.1
625.944.1
625.945-1
628.183.211
628.115.624 
628.45
625.867.3 
625.93»
625.712.5
628.146.5

riservoirs Maintenance 
Manhole covers, use 
Manholes

quality of water from of, for ventilation1.1
turbine

drop
special

Maps, sewerage 
Masonry dams

" elevated tanks
.. reservoirs, (see “covered, open )
“ standpipes

Material, filling, for

gauges
riation")

intermittent sand filters 
contact beds 

” sprinkling filters

apparatus

Ini
Materials for

Measurements of sewage* flow 
Measuring devices, hydraul.es of 
Mechanical agitators 
Metal flumes 
Meters, hydraulics of 

for detecting 
" preventing

625-746-1In.„ street nsPÇction for
lntakc

521 paving
detection of water waste 
prevention “ "

cribs 
Screens

,nt>i«enrS
sand filtration

filters, operating methodsHit water waste
InvertV’lla5e roads 
’-on „d,siPhons for

" ’ J, of, in chemical precipitation 
" elevated tanks 
" p,Pe lines 

Irrig,,-Standpipes
^Plated".’ br°ad

scwerage systems

sewers Milestones
Mills, clay
Minor streets 
Mirrors for strect*
Mixers, concrete, (see 
Mixers, batch concrete

•• continuous concrete 
•• gravity concrete 
“ hot

Mixing appliances 
“ asphalt 
«« bituminous macadam 
" concrete .
«« devices, chemical

variation of total water consumption

"continuous, batch, gravity”)

J.law il *?r wood blocks 
Jet '’’“«ers 
Nts f”dcns«r»
Joint cf, o'oanlng screens 
r pro6/’ ^or stone blocks 
^0l*ntW tect°rs f°r concrete pavements 

«1 aPPh"ances for sewers
curbing
Machines for mains 

Joints f Sldewalks
•• or concrete roads . , j

mains, (see "turned, flanged, Ieaaea,
leadite")

625-SS1-4 
625-75S-22 
628.143-62 
628.134-1 
625-832 
625.866.x
628.274 
625-953 
628.193 
625-°53
625.866

for asphalt

Monthly
Morgues 
Mortar for surfacing concrete roads 

cushion for block pavements
Motor roads „A r n r „x

electric, (see A.C., D.L. )wedged, Motors,
628.173
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Movable weirs for sewage tanks, etc.
Moving fine screens, (see “cylindrical, band") 
Multiple outlets, (see “submerged, non-submerged")

628.343.1
628.332.2
628.322.2

N.
Non-submerged single outlets 

multiple “
Norway deal for wood blocks 
Nozzles for sprinkling filters 

hydraulics of

628.322.11
628.322.21
625.851.3
628.374.122

0.
Observations, current and 
Oil engines 

hoists 
“ plant 

rollers
sewage pumping stations 
tractors 

Oiling roads 
Open canals

earth reservoirs
masonry or concrete reservoirs
wells

Operating methods for
process in question)

Operating results of sewage disposal plants 
Ordinary brick for paving 
Oregon fir for wood blocks 
Orifices, hydraulics of
Outlets from impounding reservoirs, (see “tunnels, 
Outlets for reservoirs, etc.

sewage tanks
sewers, (see “multiple, single")

true 628.321.3
628.145.4 
625.754-S4 
628.145
625-753-24

628.265.23
625.752.62
625.764
628.162
628.152.11
628.152.21
628.133.HI

sewage disposal plants, (see under
628.392
628.394
625.841
625.851.3
628.125.2 

towers") 628.131.2
628.154.2
628.343.5 
628.255 
628.322
628.154.3 
628.262
628.144.3
628.184.5

Overflows for reservoirs, etc.
sewers, (see “weirs, regulators") 

Overshot wheels 
Ozone in water treatment

P.
Parabolic 
Parapets 
Parking 
Paving for street railways

block, construction of 
materials

Patrol system of street cleaning 
Pelton wheels 
Percolation 
Physical com

628.232.4
625.746.2
625.773
625.963
625.943
625.8
625.766.1
628.144.2
628.114.3

628.113.11 
628.hi.11

position of sewage 
quality of underground water

water from lakes, etc.
streams, impounding

voirs, etc. 628.112.11
625.751.1
625.851.1
628.163.3
628.147.3

Picks
Pine, yellow, for wood blocks 
Pipe lines, (see “wood, iron, steel, 

for compressed air
“lead, tin, tin-lined, steel, wrought iron,

concrete")

service, (see
cement-lined")

Pipe, sewer, (see “clay, concrete") 
Pipes, hydraulics of 
Piping for air

power plants 
Pitch as a joint filler 
Pitometers, hydraulics of

“ for detecting water waste 
Pitot tubes, hydraulics of 
Pits, test 
Placing blocks 

'* curbing 
sidewalks

Plain sedimentation for

628.176
628.241

628.183.223.3 
628.143.8
625.831.3
628.125.4 
628.115.534 
628.125.4

625.943.2 
625.952
625.952
628.34
628.181.1

628.147 
628.146 
628.145 
628.145 
628.145 
628.143 
625.771
625.751.4 
625.757-3
628.148.41
628.148.4
628.222.1
628.113.14 
628.hi.14
628.112.14

625.821.5
625.811.6
625.891.14 
62s.746.5 
628.173.31
625.754.7 
625.754-2
628.148.13
628.143.8
625.751.7
625.751.12
628.35
625.711

sewage
water

Plans, sewer 
Plant, compressed air 

electric 
" gas

gasoline
oil
steam

Planting trees 
Plows
Pneumatic concrete conveyers 

displacement pumps 
pumps
sewerage systems, (see “Berlier, Liernur") 

Pollution, prevention of, of underground 
" “ lake and

waters
u u pond waters

streams and impounding reservoirsPonds, water from 
Population
Pornhyry for macadam

“ stone blocks 
Position of sidewalks 
Posts, lamp 
Poured lead joints for mains 
Powder, blasting 
Power drills

pumps
plants, piping for 

" shovels 
“ tampers

Precipitation, chemical, (see “lime, iron, aluminum") 
Preliminary surveys for roads
Preparation of foundation for roads, (see “macadam, telford, 

concrete")

Preparing foundations for street railways 
Preservation of wood blocks 
Pressing of sludge
Pressure of water supply, (see “domestic, industrial, public,

fire")
Pressure gauges, (see “indicating, recording")
Prevention, electrolysis
Prevention of pollution of underground water 

lakes and ponds
streams and impounding reservoirs 628.112.14 

water waste, (see “inspection, meters") 628.115.53
smoke 628.46

628.221.1
628.145.1 
628.113.14 
628.hi.14

625.961
625.852
628.362

628.116 
628.116.6 
628.174.53 
628.113.14 
628.hi.14

Privies
Producers, gas
Protection of quality of underground water

lake and pond water 
water from streams and impounding

reservoirs
Protection, corner, for curbing

“ devices for expansion joints
Profiles, road 

sewer
Public baths

gardens
laundries

“ pressure of water
water consumption (except fire) 

variation")
Pulsograph for detecting water waste
Pumping

628.112.14
625.892.221
625.866.1
625.733

628.43
625.712.5
628.43
628.116.3

(see “amount,
628.115.3 
628.115.525

stations, automatic sewage, (see “compressed air, 
electric.")

Pumping stations for
628.265.1

sewage, non-automatic, (see “steam 
electric, gas, gasoline, oil")

Pumping tests of wells 
Pumps, hydraulics of 

“ for creosote

628.265.2
628.114.51
628.124 
625.759‘6 
628.143.64
628.148.3 
628.148.5
628.148.12
628.148.13
628.148.4 
628.148.4*
628.148.1
628.148.2 
628.148.I*
628.145.2

air
centrifugal
gas, (see “Humphrey") 
hydraulic 
power 
pneumatic

reciprocating 
“ rotary

Purifiers for gas

or steam displacement

Q.
Quality of underground water 

“ water
628.113.1 
628.111-1
628.112.1 
628.182 
628.hi.i4 
628.113.*4

from streams and impounding reservoirs 
effect of storage on, of water 
protection of, of water from lakes, etc.

“ “ underground water
" " water from streams and impound

ing reservoirs
Quantity of total water consumption 
Quarrying machinery

628.112.i4
628.H5-61
625.754

R.
Radial flow Imhoff tanks 
Rails, guard
Railways, street, construction of 
Rainfall

628.342.3** 
625.746-8
625.96 
628.II4*1 
628. H4-XX 
628.114.*3 
628.114.13 
625.75s-1
628.183.2 
628.114.13
628.231.22
628.184-6
628.i43-7I3,a
628.148-*
625.73*
628.116.62 
628.232.5
628.415*5
625.758-3
628.4M

amount of 
distribution of 
rate of

Rakes
Rapid filtration 
Rate of rainfall 
Rational method for determining runoff 
Rays, ultra-violet, for water purification 
Reaction steam turbines 
Reciprocating pumps 
Reconnaissances for roads 
Recording pressure 
Rectangular 
Reduction of garbage 
Refinery appliances for asphalt 
Refuse collection, (see "separate, combined")
Refuse disposal, (see "dumping, burial, hog-feeding, reduc- 

tion, utilization")
Regulators for reservoirs, etc.

“ sewers
Reinforcement for concrete roads 

“ curbing

gauges

628.415
628.154.5
628.262.2 
62s-868 
625. Spa
628.164.3 
628.264 
628.IS**3
628.152
628.I.II
628.H2
628. I S3'3
628.15
628.15
625.746.3 
628.112 
628.172.*3
625.9
625-75
625.73
625-76
625.7.3 
625-92 
625.04 
625.713'3

Relief valves 
Reservoirs for sewage

concrete, (see “covered, open") 
earth, ( “ “ •• )
impounding

water from
masonry, (see “covered, open") 

storage
Retaining walls 
Rivers, water from 
Rivetted iron or steel mains 
Road construction

equipment
“ designs

maintenance 
surveys 

Roads, foundations of
\\ wearing surface for, (see material 

motor in question)
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formulas for size of 
size of 
velocity in

628.231.21
628.231.2
628.233.2 
628.264 
628.244
628.234.4
625.755-33
628.342.1
628.133.11
625.892.12 
628.232
625.881
625.751.1
625-751-7
628.177.1
625.891.1
6=5-95
625.891.12
625.891.2 
625.891.14
625.891.11
625.891.13 
625.891.25
625.953
625.952
625.746.4
628.322.1
628.261.2
625.892.11
628.231.1
628.231.2
625.882 
628.44
625.744
625.891.11 
628.183.1 
628.364

Sewers, storm,
R°ck fill dams 

oilers, gasoline or oil

Rolling asptmlt

628.I3I.12 628.132.2
625.753- 34
625.753- 31
625.753- 22
625.753- 23 
625.944-3 
625.944-3 
625.943-3
625.942-2
625.762
625.942-2
625.755- 23
628.148.2
625.755- 31
628.412

628.114-4 628.231.2

“ wood
Shafts for sewer ventilation 
Shaking screens
Shallow sedimentation tanks for sewage 
Shallow wells
Shape of curing ^see ««circuiar> egg-shaped,” etc.)

Shells for roads 
Shovels

bituminous macadam 
blocks

t< macadam
„ roads for maintenance 

tx telford
notary crushers 

u pumps 
R l, . screens
Run ft*1’ (see ‘‘composition, amount, variation”)

Shut-off cocks 
Sidewalks, arrangement ot 

“ construction of
“ grade of
“ materials for
“ position of
“ slope of
“ width of
“ cement
“ jointing
" placing

Single ^outlets,Ct (see “submerged, non-submerged") 

inverted, for sewers

s.Sand £or asphalt 
,, ‘‘ concrete
« joint fillers

Sand-clay for roads 
„ wearing surface

625.876
625.862
625.832.1
625.75s-6
625.811
625.941-2
625.931
628.372
625.755
628.183.is1-3
625.892.213
625.831.2
628.231.1
628.233.1 
625.78
625.759-1 
625.751-4
625.844
625.7s1-3
628.183.131-1
628.334-3
625-761
626.281.11
628.281.12
628.334
628.33
628.393.2
625.755- 3
628.331
628.332 
628. M1 -3 
625-755-31
625.755- 33 
625.755-33
628.343-2 
628.172-21 
628.115.624 
628.342-5
628.181
628.34 
628.183.11

„ cushion
„ Nitration, intermittent, (see "beds, dosing apparatus 
,, machinery 

c,„, washers, for filters 
sandstone for curbing

Sanitary

Siphons,
Size of curbing

- “ sanitary sewers
stone blocks 

sewers, ' size of
Ration of s,reV=tCity “

^arifiers
Scr^a bloclc f°r paving 
drapers, road

for cleaning filter beds (slow sand)
taping roads

,, sewers by hand
Sere “ " Power

en. cleaning apparatus,
° ,?nmS of sewage

Sere

“ “ storm sewers
Slag for roads 
Slaughter houses 
Slope of roads 

“ *' sidewalks
Slow sand filtration 
Sludge beds

disposal, (see dumping, 
lagooning, drying )

Smith, Angus, coating for water mams 
Smoke prevention 

" stacks
Smoothing irons for asphalt 
Soundings 
Special manholes

Species of trees
Splash" plates for sprinkling filters 
Splitters for stone blocks
Spreading stone
Spring basins 
Springs
Sprinkling™!™”, (»« 'V5' d°iinf aPparatUS' dralnae=”>

P •• filters, operating methods

pressing, burial, beds,
628.36
628.174.1 
628.46
628.143.3
625.758.1
628.321.1
628.251.3
625.712.3
625.771.1
625.712.3 
628.374.121
625.754.6
625.942.1
628.113.21
628.113.2
628.114.51 
628.374 
628.393.34
625.942.3
625.942.3
625.763.1 
625.712.5
628.143.3 
625.732
628.153.2 
625.755.33
678.332.1

62S.172.32
625.752.31
628.143.7
625.754*53
625.753.51 
628.143
628.148.11 
628.148.41
625.753*23
628.265.21 
628.143.713

628.131.15 628.132.5
628.153.12
628.172.2
628.163.32 
628.176.31
628.153.22

screens

(see “jets, brushes, scrapers )

operating methods 
-,fns> sand or gravel, etc.
,, coarse, (see “bar, fabric,
« fine, (see “stationary, moving”)
,, intake

horizontal, inclined )

,, shaking 
Scum k stati°nary 
Searwi °arc^s for sewage tanks 
Seasn CSiS. iron or steel P*Pe
Se aal variation of total water consumption 
Sedîm Bry tanks for sprinkling filter effluent 

cotation for water, (see “plain”)

basins
tanks for sewage, (see

maca
telford
streets

Squares 
Stacks 
Staking
Standpipes, (see 
Stationary

Dortmund,“shallow 628.342 
628.232.4 
628.4M*1 
628.222.21 
628.343-4

out roads

Separa!C collection of refuse 
Sent; ate system of sewerage 
S*pt;c tanks

lce Pipes, (see "lead, tin, tin-lined,
Service lined' steer)

application of, to farms 
composition of, (see “physical 

_ logical”)
disposal plants, control of

operating results ot

“wood, iron, steel, concrete, masonry”)

fine screens 
Stations, convenience 
Stave, wood, mains 
Steam auto trucks 

“ engines, (see 
“ hoists 
“ locomotives

wrought iron, cement-
628.176 
628.15 
628.391 
628.371-3

“low speed, high speed, turbines”)

chemical, bacterio- “ plant 
“ pumps
«4 “ displacement
- rollers, (see “asphalt, macadam )

::
Steel dams

:: m^ fsce -seamless, welded, rivet,=d, lock-bar")

628.31 
628.391 
628.394 
628.371
628.371- 1
628.371- 3 
628.393-31 
628.37 
628.214

farming
farms, arrangement of 

‘ drainage of
operating methods for 

filtration
measurements ,
Pumping stations, (see “compressed 

gasoline, oil,

" service”'pines, (see “galvanized, cement-lined")

standpipes^ of water, (see "copper hypo
chlorite, chlorine, liquid, ozone, ultra-violet )
.and disinfection of sewage, (see hypochlorite, 
chlorine, liquid, lime, electrolytic processes')
, of sewage, operating methods

air, electric,
.tic,automa 628.265.2

628.33
steam,

«4 automatic”)
4i screening

sterilization and disinfection of, (see 
Sewer chlorine, lime, electrolytic processes,

» r air 
44 gauging s

p’P(e» (see “clay, concrete”)
joints for, (see “cement, tar,

gas, Sterilization 628.184
“hypochlorite,
liquid”)

Sterilization628.38 
628.234-1 
628.214
628.241
628.241.3
628.2
628.221
628.222.1
628.222.2 
628.246 
628.281
628.233- 3
628.234- 1
628.273
628.233-4
628.232
628.231
628.233

628.38 
628.393.4 
625.758.3
625.892.2T

625.80i.24 
62Ç.83I 
628.l63.2i 
625.755.6 
625.83 
625.754.! 
625.874
625.864
625.755.2
625.754.! 
628.242 
625.O42.I
6.2 q. 802.24 
62 e;.7S4 
628.182 
628.15
628.147.2
628.183.221.2

Sterilization
Stills for asphalt 
Stone for curbing

“ macadam 
“ sidewalks

sulphur”)
Sew rage blocks4. “ stone

“ aqueducts
“ bins 
“ blocks for paving 
“ chisels
“ crushed, for asphalt 
„ 44 “ concrete

systems, isolated fiJSSJSSSUpneumatic, (see 
. " water carriage, '
lr} combination with other structures
cleaning 0f
erosion in
explosions in
°rms or centres for 

grades of ,
s.1aPe of, (see “circular, egg-shaped, 
size of
velocity i„
ventilation of, (see “traps, manholes,
, fans") 
brick
eoncrete
«anitary, S1-Zc nf

velocity in

Sewers

“ crushers 
“ hammers

" etc.) “ sewers 
“ spreading 

Stoneware curbing 
qtone working machinery 
Storage, effect on qnahty of water 

“ reservoirs
tanks f°r compressed air

shafts, chimneys, 628.234
628.242
628.243 
628.21I.! 
6?8.231.!

(filters)

'ton*
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Storm sewers, formulas for size of 
size of 
velocity in

Stream crossings iui sewers

Streams, water from 
Street cultivation 

lighting
“ railways, construction of 

sanitation 
sprinkling

sweeping
Streets for special purposes 

minor
Sulphate of copper in water treatment 
Sulphur and sand joints for sewer pipe 
Subgrade, consolidation of 

drainage of 
“ excavation of 

Submerged multiple outlets for 
“ single “ “

Suction wells 
Superelevation of curves on roads
Surface, wearing, for roads, (see material in question) 
Surface condensers
Surfacing material for concrete roads 
Surveys, location, for roads 

“ preliminary “ "
for sewers 

Sweeping streets
. “ with horse or auto brooms

Switch gear, electric

628.231.21
628.231.2
628.233.2 
628.261
628.321.3

625.77 
625.746.5 
625.96
625.78
625.763.1
625.763.2 
625.766
625.712.3 
625.712 
625.712.2
628.184.1 
628.241.33
625.912
625.913 
625.911 
628.322.22 
628.322.12

625.734.2 
625.94 
628.143.61 
625.867 
625.732
625.731

625.766
625.766.2
628.146.2

u.
Ultra-violet rays in water treatment 
Underground water 628.184.6 

628.113 
628.113
628.114.5 
628.162.1 
628.163.11 
628.275
628.415.6

collection of 
yield of

Unlined canals 
tunnels

Unwatering devices for trenches 
Utilization of rubbish

chemicals for
V.

Vacuum street cleaning 
Valves on large pipe lines 625.767

628.164.1 
628.164.3 
628.154.5
628.175.1
628.164.2
628.413.3 
628.115.12
628.411.3 
628.115.22 
628.115.32
628.412.3

air
“ automatic for reservoirs, etc.

for mains 
“ relief

Variation of ashes
domestic water consumption 

“ “ garbage
t “ industrial water consumption

public water consumption, (except fire) 
rubbish
total water consumption, (see “hourly, daily, 

weekly, monthly, seasonal, annual")
Velocity in sanitary sewers 

“ “ storm “
Ventilating devices for sewage tanks 
Ventilation of

sewage

628.115.62
628.233.1
628.233.2 
628.343.6

sewers, (see “manholes, traps, shafts, chimneys,
fans")

Vitrified brick for paving 
block “ “
curbing

628.234
625.042
625.843
625.892.24

T.
Tampers, hand 

power 
Tamping blocks

concrete

625-753-11
625-753-12

625-943-3
625.945.3 
628.264
625.758.3
628.147.2
628.183.222.2
625-759-4

masonry, concrete") 628.153.1 
628.253 
628.342.5 
628.342
628.342.4 
628.194 
628.241.34
625.872.1. 
625.872
625.872.2 
625.891.26
625.867.2 
625.764 
625.82
625.942.2
625.942.3 
625.921.1 
625.942 
625.892.24 
628.212

w.
Wagons 625.752.2 

625.752.7
625.746.2 
625-755-4
628.183.131.2 
628.183.222 
628.115.5 
625.865
628.13
628.111.1
628.222.2

628.115.4 
628.115.
628.115.2

for tractors 
Walls, retaining 
Washers for sand; etc.

filtration
Washing systems for rapid filter beds
Water for^ ’̂ "amount* variation, detection, prevention")

collection of 
quality of

“ carriage sewerage systems, (see "separate, combined") 
consumption

Tank sewers 
Tanks for asphalt 

“ “ compressed air
(filters)

“ “ creosote
elevated, (see “wood, iron, steel, 
flush

“ secondary, for sprinkling filter effluent 
,, sedimentation, (see “shallow, Dortmund, two-story") 

septic
Tapping machines
Tar and cement joints for sewer pipe

products for mixing method for roads 
paving
penetration method for roads 
sidewalks
surfacing concrete roads

for fire protection
domestic, (see “amount, variation") 
industrial, (see “amount, variation")* 
public (except fire) (see “amount, varia-

ption, total, (see “amount, quantity, varia
tion") 

consum 
tion")

filtration,, (see “slow sand, rapid") 
plant

SUPfire’")PreSSUre °f’ (SCe "domestic> industrial, public,

tube boilers 
turbines

628.115.3

628.115.6 
628.183 
628.144

Tarring roads 
Telford power

rolling
“ sprinkling 

foundations 
wearing surface 

Terra cotta curbing 
Test pits
Tests, pumping, of wells, etc.
Thoroughfares 
Tide gates

observations 
Tile for sidewalks 
Tin service pipes 
“ lined service pipes 

Top-soil for roads
wearing surface ,

Total water consumption, (see "quantity, variation, 
Towers, intake
Track laying for street railways 
Traction engines 
Tractor

628.116 
628.143.12 
628.144-1
628.144.4 
628.113
628.115.5
625.752.1
628.144.3 
625.94
628.173.4
628.173.4
625.832.5 
628.623 
625.721
628.125.1
628.262.1

governors for
underground

.... ,, waste» (see “amount, detection, prevention")
Wheelbarrows 
Wheels, overshot 
Wearing surface for roads 
Wedged joints for mains 
Wedges, wooden, for joints in mains

" “ block paving
water consumption

628.114.51
625.712.1 
628.263
628.321.2 
625.891.23
628.176.2
628.176.1 
625.811
625.941.2 

amount") 628.115.6
628.141.2 
625.962 
625.752.61 
625.752.7 
625.752.6 
625.72
625.722
625.723 
625.721
625.724 
625.724
628.146.3
628.146.4
625.821.1
628.234.2 
628.343.31
625.759.5
625.771
625.771.2
625.771.3
625.771.1
625.751.6 
628.191 
628.143.22
625.752.3
625.711.1 
6^8.143.713
628.144.1
628.144.4 

628.163.1 6?8.i-»i.2i
628.173.1

Weekly variation of total 
Weight of traffic 
Weirs, hydraulics of

overflow, for sewers 
adjustable or movable 

Welded iron or steel mains 
Wells, deep 

driven

628.343-1
628.172.22
628.133- 12
628.133- **3 
628.133.II* 

628.II4-51
628.133- ** 
628.142 
625.734-* 
625.89l.i3
625.891.22
625.851 
625.759 
625.85
625.852
625.892.23

628.I3I.14 628.I32-4
628.I53*** 
628.162.3* 
628.172-3 
628.163.3 
628.244 
628.153-2*

wagons
Tractors, (see “steam, gasoline, oil") 
Traffic open

pumping, tests of 
shallow

distribution of 
effects of 
weight of 
censuses

suction
Widening of curves in roads 
Width of sidewalks 
Wood for sidewalks

wood blocks 
“ block machinery 
“ blocks for paving

preservation of

counts 
Transformers 
Transmission lines 
Trap rock for macadam
Traps, house, sewer ventilation by omission of 
Travis-Hampton sedimentation tanks 
Treating cylinders for wood blocks 
Tree planting 
Trees, arrangement of

“ species of
Trenching machinery for road ditches 

“ water and 
fuel

curbing

elevated tanks 
flumes
mains, (see “bored, stave") 
pipe lines

sewerage sewers 
standpipes

Wrought iron mains, (see “seamless, welded, rivetted,
, . kar") 682.172-2

wrought iron service pipes, (see “galvanized, cement lined") 628.176.3*

Trolleys for handling 
Trucks, auto, (see “steam, gasoline, electric") 
Trunk highways
Turbines, steam, (see “impulse, reaction") 

water
“ governors for 

Tunnels, (see “lined, unlined") 
Turned and bored joints for mains 
Two-story sedimentation tanks for 

Travis-Hampton")
Y.

sewage, (see “Irnhoff, Yellow nine for wood blocks 
Yield of underground water

625.851.*
628.114-5628.742.3

A
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MAIN PEDESTALS, QUEBEC BRIDGE
— DESIGN OF THE FOUR 400-ION SHOES TO 

THE LOAD FROM THE CANTILEVER AND ANCHOR ARMS
NOTES ON THE 
TRANSFER
TO THE MAIN PIERS—METHOD OF FABRICATION AND ASSEMBLAGE.

By H. p. BORDEN,
Chief Engineer, Quebec Bridge.Assistant to

The shoe is 26 ft. 4 in. x 20 ft. 10 in. at the base and 
19 ft. high. To facilitate fabrication, shipping and 
erection, it is constructed in three stories. The lower 
story, or base, is 4 ft. high and is composed of 4 steel 
castings. These castings probably constitute a record for 
weight and size of steel castings in Canada, weighing 
over 40 tons each. These members have webs and flanges 
ranging from 2^ in. to 3 in. in thickness, the webs being 
supported by cross diaphragm walls of the same thick- 

at frequent intervals. These castings are planed on

Each of the four main shoes of the new Quebec 
r*dge are designed to transfer the following loads.

26,600,000 lbs. 
29,600,000 lbs. 
24,100,000 
7,820,000 lbs. 
7,810,000 lbs.

maxi- 
and

Main vertical post.....................................
antilever arm chord ..............................

Anchor arm chord....................................
antilever arm Compression diagonal . ..

Anchor

lbs.

arm compression diagonal
Resolving the above, this pedestal supports a 

murn vertical and horizontal reaction of 55,000,000
ness,

. pie pig 2.—Casting Assembled (shop) and Second 
Fig. 1.—One of the 4 Castings Being P1ffj"ïïd and Third Stories Nearing Completion. ■

Story Under Construction. 4 ^'J^ud of Boring 45-inch Pin-hole.

a machine designed especially for this purpose, great care 
being taken to get a uniform depth for each of the 4 cast
es When erected in place they are bolted together 
with 2^-in. bolts through exterior flanges, thus forming 
a base through which the vertical and horizontal re
actions from the upper portions of the shore are trans
mitted to the masonry. The horizontal reactions at the

£~bs- rcsPectiveI>'- °wing t0fehre these6toads to 
tj, the members required to transfc „f t^er>e and the necessarily unusual proporMn •

'Vhich is required to entailed
more ?S°nry’ the dcsign of thls member J detailin re mvestigation and study than any other sing 

c°nnection with the bridge.
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pier can in every case be taken care of by the 30% co
efficient of friction assumed between steel and masonry, 
but an additional factor of safety is provided by 44 3-in. 
anchor bolts and dowels. The dowels in the interior of 
the castings are grouted into the masonry and embedded 
in concrete with which the casting will be filled. The 
anchor bolts through the exterior lower flanges of the 
castings are grouted into the masonry with cement, that 
portion of bolt passing through the steel flange being 
grouted with molten zinc.

The middle section of the shoe is of built-up construc
tion and is field-riveted to the lower section. This portion 
of the member is 10 ft. high and is composed mainly of 4

rivet area to transmit the vertical shear. As a result, 
special connection-angles with 12-in. legs were manu
factured from 1-in. plates. While it is expected that this 
design will undoubtedly to a large extent distribute the 
loads uniformly over the lower section, yet the contingen
cies of fabrication and erection are such that the actual 
results might not correspond to the theoretical expecta
tions. To provide against the possibility of the load on 
the centre webs not distributing as expected, the steel 
castings on the base have been made sufficiently strong 
to distribute any such concentrated loading. The con
nection plates for the main bottom laterals are field 
riveted to the top and bottom of this section. When it is 

understood that these laterals have 
inclination in both the vertical 

and horizontal plane and the face of 
the shoe to which they are con
nected is sloped at another angle in 
the vertical plane, it speaks well for 
the accuracy of the shop work that 
the connection holes in all these 
parts matched exactly when the 
shoe came to be assembled.

The top or third section contains 
one 45-in. and two 30-in. half-pin 
holes which take the bushing for 
the 30- and 20-in. pins of the main 

5 post and diagonal compression 
members respectively. This section
has 4 main webs which correspond 
to the 4 webs of the web members 
and post as well as the webs of the 
second section immediately beloW- 
In order to uniformly distribute the 
reaction, brackets are connected to 
the sides of the outer webs, spaced 
to correspond to the lower brackets. 
This top section is braced by very 
heavy brackets and diaphragms so 
that, assuming the whole shoe to 
act as a girder, transversely, the 
top and bottom stories will act as 
the flanges and the middle story aS 
the web.

The maximum vertical loads °n 
the shoe result in a uniform bearing 
of 660 lbs. per sq. in. on the granit® 
masonry of the pier. This reaction 

from dêad load, live load) 
impact, traction and vertical wind- 
In addition to the above there are

anj——3-aif'SÉ of Pin't

! ! x.1 HillNMM? 1 TTtA/i

! \ î
I Mi 4-
jjol 1 IImJ-N I ;QI if 1 V iL

i
&

--20-/0" ■ --------------- s^'-a? —
3/de Jh-EVAT/on (half).
---------------------ae'-Ai '--- 1—

----*1
r&ONT J3LEVAT/OH

~. it 3ho*~7

IbshB|nSg| <<>

JCCT/O!Y XI -A (t/AL-T)

comes

indtransverse and longitudinal w 
loads of 1,300,000 and 6,200,000 

lbs. respectively. The transverse 
force is the horizontal component 0 

the wind forces carried to the shoe by the lateral bracing 
and chords, and results in an increased toe pressure at the 
leeward edge. The longitudinal wind force is due to a 
torque at the main pier, due to normal wind pressure °n 
the longer cantilever arm and half the suspended span 
resisted by the shorter anchor arm. This action result5 
in equal and opposite reaction on the windward and Ie® 
ward shoes on the main pier in a direction parallel to t 
longitudinal axis of the bridge. This longitudinal rJ 
action is resisted by the friction between the steel casting 
and the masonry. As these castings are narrow in 1 ^ 
direction, there is an overturning moment which is 
sumed to act on each casting individually and not on 
entire base as a whole, which results in a very short 1®

5rcr/ozv DD (/1/tir).
Fig. 5.—Elevations and Sections of Shoe for Main Pier Bearing.

heavy webs which correspond to the webs of the bottom 
chords. The chord stresses are transmitted direct to this 
section of the shoe through 30-in. pins with 45-in. bush
ings. In addition to the chord stresses, this section of 
the shoe is required to transmit the stresses from the other 
web members which is transferred from the upper section 
and as a consequence the webs of the middle section be
come very heavy, the maximum thickness at the pin being 
g}( in., requiring a rivet 12 in. long. The loads
distributed upon these webs are transferred uniformly to 
the base by means of 7 heavy brackets on each side, field 
riveted to both webs and castings. It was found when 
designing the connections between brackets and webs 
that the largest angles rolled would not provide sufficient
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su°rnf of the floor and 300 lbs. per lin. ft on the exposed 
, face of a train covering the whole bridge app 

ab0ye base of rail.

After the various parts of the shoe have been 
1 »n the shop it is entirely assembled on co ^ ifi 

1 skids and all field connections are rea . mntch. 
e or to a steel template. All loose p-> centre

linerskeC!withstencilandsteeI dies fnd al iHs° then taken 
d0w, chlsel-marked on abutting fates. fl e bed of the
K .n and the main sections re-assemble ^o^^^^ lined up

Catefl
steel

nS mill, and after having been

6.200

pjg 7__view of a Pedestal, Completely Assembled.

shown nearing completion, the side bracketsstories are . , ,
the middle section being put in place for reaming. 

Fig 4 shows an end view of the middle section and 
illustrates the method of boring the 45-inch pin-holes.

A general view of the completely assembled shoe is 
The second story has its covering of 

Every hole is reamed or drilled from the 
It takes about 2 months

on

given in Fig. 7- 
facia plates.
solid before being taken apart. .
to assemble, ream and bore this shoe in the shop, not 
including the time required for fabrication.

TORONTO HARBOR COMMISSIONERS TO 
CONTINUE WORK.

Although the early formation of ice on the bay will seri- 
interfere with their work along the wate-front, the 

Harbor Commissioners have made a careful survey
ously
Toronto . , . , .
of th ■ territory under construction and are picking out the 

of the work that ran be continued during the winte1-,portions
in order to give employment to as many men as poss’ble. 
A considerable portion of this work will consist of grading 
operations a’org the waterfront.

with field level, transit and other special mechanical appli
ances, the five holes are bored at one setting. When this 
operation has been completed the shoe is again taken 
apart for shipment, the lower base being shipped in four 
sections, the middle in two main sections, and the top in 

When completed, each shoe weighs about 440 tons.

arm as compared with that used in determining the toe 
Pressure from the transverse wind force acting at right 
ingles. Certain allowances are made for the fact that 

. castings are riveted to the middle section, but even 
xy**-h this allowance there is a very appreciable increase in 
1 e pressure at the edges of the castings. Under such 
maximum conditions and assumptions, it is found that the 
maximum toe pressure amounts to 915 lbs. per sq. in. 
f°r all loads.

s
e

one.
The exterior faces of the middle section are covered wi:h 
facia plates to give a finished appearance. These plates, 
as well as all diaphragms and top flange of castings, are 
provided with manholes, thus providing access to all parts 
of the shoe for riveting, inspection and painting. In order 
to prevent rain water settling in the interior, the shoe is 
partially filled with concrete which is sloped from the 
centre towards the sides, thus allowing all water to drain 
out through the holes in the facia plates.

In Fig. 1 is shown one of the four steel castings form
ing the lower story. It is being placed on the main pier. 
A&thin grout is brushed over the masonry rest before the 
casting is put in place. The castings are assembled as 
shown in Fig. 2, which is a shop view showing erection 

skids, and a start made on the erection of the middle 
In Fig. 3 the second and third

J

1
)

In all these calculations the following wind loads 
ave been assumed : A wind load of 30 lbs. per sq. ft. of 

«xposed surface ofi trusses and 1 }4 times the eleva-two3
:

:

<n^/fvg'/oe2/J.300m
li3 44 -/o'

> on
1 6-3'.6-6 section of the shoe.6-3' 6-6'4f------40-/0"------
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POROSITY OF BUILDING STONE.* 

By D. G. Campbell, M.E.

Life of Building Stone. (Julien).
Coarse brownstone S to ■ 15 years
Fine laminated brownstone . . 
Coarse fossiliferous limestone 
Coarse dolomitic marble

. Fine-grained marble ................
Granite ........................................
Quartzite ...................................

20 to 50 
20 to 40

HE quality of a building stone depends upon a 
number of factors, of which the following are more 
directly influenced by the porosity or water con
tents : strength, color, mechanical disintegration 

by. climatic agencies, and rate of chemical decay.
Porosity in itself has small effect in determining rela

tive qualities of building stones. That is, stones may 
vary in percentage of pore space from 0.5 up to 20 or 
25%, and yet, other things being equal, these extremes 
may not show great variation in strength. The important 
point in connection with porosity, however, is the size of 
the individual pores.

Sandstones are the least compact of the stones used 
largely for building ; and their porosity ranges up to 28% 
of the total volume, which is near the theoretical maxi
mum. Such rock, when exposed to water, will absorb 
large quantities, and is equally capable of releasing it by 
evaporation. Moreover, it is difficult completely to fill the 
pores of such a stone with water. Stones of which the 
pores are very fine are slow to give up their contained 
water ; if this be then expanded by frost, such stone is 
gradually weakened and disintegrated. It is by reason 
of this fact that sandstones may be quarried and laid in 
freezing weather without injury, whereas fine-grained 
stones are likely to be seriously injured by such treatment.

Limestones and marbles have much less pore space 
than sandstones, ranging from 1 up to as much as 10% ; 
while in granite the pore space is less than 1%. In these 
stones, the pores are capillary or sub-capillary in size. 
Hence, such stones absorb but little water, and absorb 
it slowly ; once in, it is equally hard to get out. When 
such a stone, saturated with water, is exposed to a hard 
frost, freezing expands the pores, and by breaking the 
union of the interlocked grains weakens the structure. 
Stones of such fine-pored character are injured by being 
quarried in cold weather, for the small percentage of 
'‘residual water” cannot then escape readily, and may re
peatedly freeze and thaw in the stone, before evaporating, 
thus increasing the destructive effect.

This distinction applies only to true porosity ; for if 
a stone be laminated, water filling the spaces between the 
bedding planes may do a great deal of damage. Hence 
the rapid disintegration of inferior, shaiy sandstones 
under severe climatic conditions.

If limestone and marble be thoroughly seasoned be
fore being used, their small ratio of porosity, and fine 
pores, are great advantages, contributing much to their 
durability (Merrill). This is because the sub-capillary 
pores absorb water with extreme slowness and difficulty. 
Hence, it would seem inadvisable to employ marble or 
compact limestone where it would be exposed to damp 
combined with extremes of temperature. The following 
table (Buckley) gives the ranges in loss of strength suf
fered by various samples of building stones due to alterna
tions of freezing and thawing for 35 days :

Loss of Strength by Freezing and Thawing.
Orig. strength, 

lb. per sq. in.
24,300 

34,600 
30,680 
8,100 
4,170 
5.330

•From the School of Mines Quarterly, Columbia University.

T 40
50 to IOO 
75 to 200 “ 
75 to 200 “

The color of a building stone may be due to one ot 
all of three factors : inherent color of the minerals com
posing the rock ; material that acts as a binder to hold 
the rock particles together ; foreign matter and impurities. 
As examples of the first may be mentioned granites, 
gneisses, diorites, and the igneous rocks in general. 1° 
the second category come sandstones mainly, such as 
brownstone and red sandstones. In this case the cement 
that holds the sand particles together is an iron oxide. 
In the third group comes sandstones containing carbon
aceous material, such as bluestone and the like ; also 
igneous and metamorphic rocks, granite, limestone, and 
marble, containing small but noticeable amounts of iron 
carbonate or sulphides.

In the majority of the uses to which building stone 
is put, its color, and especially a small variation of col of, 
is of slight importance. In factories and business blocks, 
breakwaters and retaining walls, for street paving and 
similar uses, color is immaterial. In ornamental build' 
ings and residences, however, or for decorative and 
artistic uses, the permanence of color, and its uniformity, 
is of considerable importance. These features 
influenced by the porosity of the stone, and the amount 
of water which, percolating through it, is able to dissolve 
mechanically or change chemically the color-producing 
ingredients. In the first class of rocks named above, 
change of color is effected only by alteration of the origin3! 
minerals ; this change may be complete after the lapse of 
iong periods of time, but does not take place to any great 
extent in the ordinary life of a structure or piece of orna' 
mental work.

In rocks of which the coloring is due to, or affected 
by, foreign matter and impurities, change of color °r 
bleaching is accelerated by dampness and water content. 
The sedimentaries, sandstone for instance, frequently 
contain much carbonaceous material, which produces blue, 
brown, buff, cream, and other tints. These may fade of 
be washed out by percolating water. This change is> 
however, fairly uniform, usually, and is not seriou5 
enough to depreciate materially the value of the stone.

With such impurities as carbonate and sulphides oj 
iron, the changes that occur are much more marked an 
objectionable. These impurities are gradually oxidize 
and deposited on the surface as irregular brown blotches, 
or as long dripping stains. Such result may be caused 
by gradual percolation of iron impurities in the cement 
and mortar used in construction, or in the material of the 
backwall. This objectionable condition is most frequent!) 
met in limestones and some marbles, occasionally *n 
granite ; it greatly reduces the value, if it does not com' 
pletely prohibit a stone so affected from being used f°r 
ornamental purposes where it is exposed to moisture.

In such rocks as red sandstones and brownstone, 
there is much iron present in the form of oxide, serving 
as_ a cement to bind the particles of sand together. n 
this case no appreciable alteration of color is to be feared'

Besides the staining or bleaching produced by _ 
oxidation of carbonate and sulphides of iron, a serio'f 
chemical effect is sometimes roted. This is due to th 
action of sulphurous and sulphuric acids released by

largelyare

ness

Loss of strength, 
lb. per sq. in.

8,210
2,800

13,675

Rock.

Granite
%

32
8

Limestone 44
570

T>95°
7Sandstone 46

17930 this



s „ ^acArthur Concrete Pile & Foundatic n , 
»S°ld the patent rights to drive the pedestal pile m Jap 

ental Compressol Company, of Tokio, Japan.

Company

the Ori

^composition, which dissolve calcium carbonate, and de- 
Posit an incrustation of calcium sulphate on the surface 
0 the stone. If the quantity of such impurities be large, 

•s may be a source of serious weakening. Artificial 
St°nes and concretes have been made from rock and slags 
carrying a large percentage of i 
seriously decomposed 
a few

t iron, and they were either 
pletely disintegrated withinor com

years.
. Again, when a stone is subject to the action of run- 

ttteg Water, or water under pressure, or especially both 
°gether, the calcium carbonate contents of the stone 

be kept low. Water containing even slight amounts 
carbon dioxide is an excellent solvent for that mineral, 

j'cd not only wears it away on the surface, but, seeping 
■ r°ugh, is likely to honey-comb it so as to render it use- 
fss- An instance is noted where, in an English aqueduct, 
•ciestone was used in the construction, and in a few years 
e leakage through honey-combing had assumed serions 
reportions. Rocks composed of or bound togethei y 

* jceous material are not noticeably affected this way, as 
1 lca *s insoluble in ordinary surface water.

The minerals composing the igneous rocks, as granite 
nd rhyolite, are also subject to alteration and decay, but 

*?. Proceeds so slowly that it is seldom apparent in t ic 
rdinary lifetime of a structure. Quartz and feldspar are 
e Principal minerals. The former does not change at 

, ’ ^e latter very slowly under the influence of weat 1er 
..inhering. The accessory minerals, mica, pyroxene, 
^Phibole, and olivine sometimes accur in considerable 
°Portions. These decay by oxidation and h> ration 

CaUch more rapidly and, especially if rich in iron, may 
tlIUse trouble. If the stone contain many minute frac- 
th^S’ weakening may be intensified, due to t e ac 
a \ the products of alteration, serpentine, talc, c i on e, 

nd the like, forming in thin, slippery layers and scales 
S.?? an excellent lubricant to aid any severe stress or 
r: ,C. *n rupturing the stone. For this reason. s oa ■ 

h >n crystal micas, amphiboles, and pyroxenes, green- 
ne for instance, are usually viewed with dis avor. 

summarize the foregoing, it may be said that : 
----- strongest and most enduring rocks 

sfvx Porosity ; granites and gneisses less than i/o, 1 
toT UP to mo|, sandstones up to 20% (This is ascribed 
Ca/.he comparative value of the binding material, - 
tb„1Um carbonate, and iron oxide, respective y, jn

Va ue of these as binding agents being (Buckley)
order

as f/2^ Of unseasoned stones 
in» sandstones,

an those having sub-capillary pores.
bleniu ^ ^ater seeping through porous . - ,
thes es and carries away color-forming tmpari ’
CrUst rnay he deposited on the surface in the for 

atl°ns and stains.

To
(0 The

•cast

the
named.)

those having large pores, 
freez-less likely to be injured byare

rocks usually

running wate^oMo^ater^nderl'pressure!

kc'y soon to become honey-combed and to disintegrate. 

in rgc quantities, may prove a source

THE “FALL INCREASER” FOR LOW WATER 
FALLS.

By Clemens Herschel,
Civil and Hydraulic Engineer, New York City.

ITH the exhaustion of the available high falls 
for power purposes, the low falls will necessarily 
attract more attention than hitherto, from the 
builders of such plants. These last-named power 

sites frequently suffer materially from “back-water," in 
addition to the inroads made upon their annual output of 
power by low

A remedy for both of these power abatements lies, of 
course, in the use of auxiliary heat engines, but the use 
of these, means an increase of cost per kilowatt hour dur
ing the’time of their running, and of the average cost 
per kilowatt hour during the year. Against low water in
roads there is no other remedy ; but against back-water 

losses the use of the fall increaser offers a remedy

w
water.

power
that costs less in many cases than burning the fuel needed 
for generating the same power ; that is to say, costs less 

heat engines installed for the purpose of in-than to run ...
creasing the output of power during times of low water.

The fall increaser was invented in 1907, in the course 
of a competition for a power house design for Geneva, 
Switzerland, in which the competitors were especially in
vited to provide means for increasing the fall acting on 
the turbines during the times when, by reason of an 
abundant water- supply, the fall shall have been diminish
ed In the case named, the dam was to have consisted 
merely of “Stoney” gates; with the head water level 
nigh constant ; so that the fall was expected to vary from 
4- ft down to 26 ft. This power house has not yet been 
commenced, but by the use of fall increasers, and by let- 
tin» the freshet water pass through them, instead of 
allowing it to waste away under the Stoney gates, a suc
tion could be exercised at the outlet of the turbine draft- 
tubes, that would keep the fall at 43 ft., and maintain the 
full power output some of the time of back-water, and at 
very nearly full power output, (when there is not enough 
freshet water to operate all of the fall increasers) the 
rest of the time.

Since 1907, the fall increaser has been tested at the 
Holyoke, Mass., Public Testing Flume ; so. that designs 
for it and computations showing just what it will accom
plish ’in any given case, can now be made with precision. 
A full account of these tests was published in the Harvard 
Engineering Journal, of June, 1908, and from this record 
it appears that the “operating water” (freshet water 
used) was as much as 14 sec.-ft. ; the “water lifted” (tur
bine discharge) 7 sec.ft. ; the “operating head” (natural 

to 14.35 ft. ; the “head gained by the use 
” up to 12.52 ft. ; the fall increaser 

16 inches in diameter ; not mere “laboratory

over

head) was up 
of the fall increaser, 
penstock, 
experiments,” as anyone can see.

Similar experiments were made thereafter by one 
Diibi in Zurich, Switzerland, the results published in 
book’form, and they, naturally, have confirmed the re
sults of the Holyoke tests. It thus only remains now to 
apply the fall increaser in actual practice.

That this has not already been done, need surprise 
no one. It is accounted for from the fact that 10 years 
or more are not infrequently needed to overcome the 
inertia, business jealousies, misconception of. and lack 
of appreciation with which new ideas of this sort are gen
erally treated. It was thus with the Venturi water meter,
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a first cousin of the fall increaser, 6,000 or 7,000 of which 
are now in use the world over, though it was 10 years 
before anyone would use it, except its inventor.

The fact that the fall increaser is only of limited ap
plication, and cannot practically be added to a plant al
ready in operation (it must be built into the foundations 
of the power house) has also much to do with the delay, 
up to date, of its use in operation.

Its value at any mill site depends on the regime of 
the river ; whether there is back-water, to a material ex
tent, and during enough days in the year.

The situation must also be such as to permit of the 
conveyance of the freshet water to be utilized to the fall 
increaser inlets ; no long head-race canal.

The writer of this has had cases in which the esti
mated additional first cost for putting in fall increasers

Falls, Ont.,* power house, recently put in service, but 
impending improvements both in the Severn River and at 
Lake Simcoe outlet will do much to make the fall at this 
power house nigh constant throughout the year.

Incidentally fall increasers would greatly aid in keep
ing the racks clear of trash, which, when fall increasers 
are installed, needs only to be pushed down, and within 
range of their action, so as to pass through them ; in
stead of having to be raked and lifted up and carried 
ashore. See the illustration, which is of an extreme case 
of back-water; only 3 ft. of fall left out of 12 ft. fall at 
ordinary water, on which account a siphon penstock is 
shown, to be kept clear of air at the summit by a small 
(an inch or two) fall increaser acting as an air exhauster-

Roughly and generally speaking, the “operating 
water” is double the turbine discharge, and the fall act-

|
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Cross-section of a Power House, Showing Application of Fall Increaser. It Shows Also the Use of a Syphon
Penstock. Note the Low Fall Remaining at Extreme High Water.

ing on the turbine is increased 50%, which increases the 
power given out by 80%. So long as back-water does not 
diminish the fall more than 33%, fall increasers will re
store (from the fall and power then obtaining) the ftd*> 
or normal, fall and power, and be of material benefit also» 
beyond the 33% mark.

* See The Canadian Engineer, October 8, 1914, pa£e 
509, for full description of this development.

would be returned in value of the additional kilowatt 
hours produced in one average year, or less ; and from 
that the situation ranges up to periods and measurements 
of back-water so small that it does not pay to build fall 
increasers ; even though first cost is paid but once (opera
tion and maintenance are merely nominal), while the 
average additional kilowatt hours produced are produced 
and gained every year.

The money considerations involved are well shown 
by the results of some examinations made. In one case, 
for an estimated additional cost of $50,000 an additional 
8yî million kilowatt hours, distributed during times of 
high water, (that is, when sorely needed), would be 
secured on the average, annually, forever. The net profit 
was estimated at not less than $23,000 per annum, for
ever. This plant has not yet been begun, and may be 
fitted with fall increasers when built.

In another case, fall increasers would produce, in an 
average year, 158 million kilowatt hours. They would 
keep the power practically constant throughout the back
water half of the year, instead of having it fall from some 
250,000 h.p. down to about half that amount, during that 
period ; (not considering the low-water half of the year). 
The additional cost entailed by building them would have 
been, as per estimate, one million dollars.

It might be thought, at first view, that fall increasers 
would have offered notable advantages at the Wasdell’s

THE ROGER’S PASS TUNNEL IN B.C.

Since the publication of our last article descriptive 0 
the progress already made in driving the 5-mile tunne 
for the Canadian Pacific Railway under Roger’s Pass 3 
Glacier, B.C., the work has been advanced by the c°n_ 
tractors, Foley, Welch & Stewart, with the greatest p°s 
sible rapidity. On the east side the pioneer bore has 
advanced considerably over a mile while the 8 x 11 ' 
centre heading and the full tunnel section had been drive0’ 
on October 1st, a distance of 3,100 and 400 ft. respeC 
tively. At the western end the approach cut, requi1"10^ 
the excavation of 350,000 cubic yards, has been compte ^ 
at that time, and the pioneer bore has been advanced °v j 
2,000 ft. In the main tunnel portal a number of srn*^ 
Headings have been worked for a considerable distan



In investigations which he has long had under way, 
. r- A. C. Houston, director of water examination to the 
Metropolitan Water Board, of London, Eng., has become 
eonvinced that storage of impure water is not only de
monstratively a process making for safety, but that a 
most important influence is at work, viz., the devitaliza- 
tlon of the undesirable bacteria, owing to their finding 
water a most unsuitable medium for their sustaine 
activity. In his recent report, a section of which enlarges 
uPon the value of storage in water purification, cognizance 
's given of such factors as the influence of glass on 
bacteria, and the effect of agglutination, sedimentation, 
sticking and enshrouding processes. With due considéra- 
jon for the opinions of other writers on the theory 1 at 

these factors really have an influence, he gives to it, for 
e sake of brevity, the name “glagsesten. The pro 

Perty of glass by which it imparts certain constituents to 
^ter, although relatively insoluble, is taken into con- 
aeration in conjunction with the storage of water in 
■"eservoirs, experiments in the latter confirming laboratory 
re?ults with the former. It is concluded that the same 
Pr,nciple of gradual devitalization is at work in o 
Cases, although, perhaps, with a difference in degree.

The agglutination or clumping together of bacteria 
readily explained by the apparent loss of vita lty un 

Editions of storage. “If,” Dr. Houston remarks, we 
ompare stored water with unstored water, we find that 
he former contains far fewer excremental bacteria than 
>Jatter, and the results on the average are not appre- 
^lab,y affected by preliminary violent shaking of the 
saniPles with lead shot sand and mixture of shot an 

nd. Still it mig-ht be maintained — — -
°ns were not sufficiently drastic to break up t e c.u P ’ 

lf this is true the only difference between drinking 
"aw river water and the same water after storage m 

servoirs may conceivably be, that in the former case 
hJ,est separated bacilli, and in the latter case clumps or 
6alls of bacilli.”
. The sedimentation is, of course, a great factor 
'^Portance of storage, and its influence is frequently quite 
D ‘yable in even less than twenty-four hours.. 
tJ Icdes 'n suspension tending to stick to var.10a
ser‘als, it was demonstrated that shaking opera .ons w.th
latiL,?d ?” «P?» ,h« *1n™=a.i«g -b"

in the

^assentation in itself w^ “not ‘wholly accountable^ U

? bbdeffietblewhen sutjec^tTthe'above process ffiere

do» ^>lscussing the enshrouding process, Dr. Hou ^ 
reDo not appear to lay much importance UP physical 
and* : however, /he enehrendi-r
”0r=BeCkCal ,h”n|S" wh‘cb °T“« s“hodt and sand shak- 
in» Se s so complete as to resist all sho suitable
nnL”P!ra,i°';s, and SO manifold that wta> • =« ^
ther r'f medium is introduced no grow .h.t

e would appear to be some gro

THE “GLAGSESTEN” THEORY IN THE STORAGE 
OF IMPURE WATER.

ingestion of such a water would not be followed by any 
evil results.

The agglutination, sedimentation, sticking and en
shrouding processes, concludes Dr. Houston, all make 
for the retention of pathogenic bacteria much longer in 
storage reservoirs than would otherwise be the case; so 
long, indeed, as perhaps to exceed the most extravagant 
estimate as to the length of time such microbes can live 
in water.

ENGINEERING ETHICS.

The Council of the Canadian Society of Civil En
gineers has circulated among the members a ballot for 
the proposed amendment of several by-laws, to be 
sidered at the next annual meeting of the Society. An 
important one among them is a proposed code of ethics, 
for adoption in place of the existing code. The regula
tions are as follows, and relate to every corporate 
member :—

con-

(i) He shall act in all professional matters strictly in 
a fiduciary manner with regard to any clients whom he 

advise and his charges to such clients shall constitutemay
his only remuneration in connection with such work, ex
cept as provided by Clause 4.

(2) He shall not accept any trade commissions, dis
counts, allowances, or any indirect profit in connection 
with any work which he is engaged to design or superin
tend or with any professional business which may be 
trusted to him.

(3) He shall not, while acting in a professional 
capacity, be at the same time, without disclosing the fact 
in writing to his clients, a director or member, or a share
holder in, or act as agent for, any contracting or manu
facturing company or firm or business with which he may 
have occasion to deal on behalf of his clients or have any 
financial interest in such a business.

(4) He shall not receive directly or indirectly any 
royalty, gratuity or commission, on any patented or pro
tected article or process used on work which he is carry
ing out for his clients, unless and until such royalty, 
gratuity or commission has been authorized in writing by 
those clients.

(5) He shall not improperly solicit professional work, 
either directly or by an agent nor shall he pay, by com
mission or otherwise, any person who may introduce 
clients to him.

(6) He shall not be the medium of payments made 
on his clients’ behalf to any contractor or business firm 
(unless specially so requested by his clients) but shall only 
issue certificates or recommendations for payment by his 
clients.

en-

Any alleged breach of these regulations or any 
alleged professional misconduct by a corporate member 
which may be brought before the Council, properly 
vouched for and supported by sufficient evidence, shall be 
investigated, and if proved, shall be dealt with by the 
Council, either by the expulsion of the offender from the 
Society or in such other manner as the Council may 
think fit.
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pumps. Curves giving the characteristics of the pulT1P 
at rated speed, as obtained in the test, are shown 1 

Fig. 4.

•as the series-parallel arrangement of pumps, is one which 
is used quite frequently on municipal waterworks systems.

The equipment at Bracebridge consists of 2 single- 
stage Mather & Platt patent turbine pumps, each capable 
of pumping 800 Imp. gal. per min. against a total pres-

the-After installation, which is illustrated in Fig- *> 
pumps were given a 24-hour run under fire pressure

ditions. They were loaded on 4 fire nozz 6 
(Fig. 2.) To obtain the correct load 
these pumps, with rated speed, the presS^e 
was adjusted to that corresponding to 
rated quantity of water, as shown in Fig'* e 
After this duration test was completed 
units were put into service.

Each pump is driven by a direct 
nected C.G.E. squirrel-cage induction 
rated 60 h.p., 3-phase, 60 cycles, 2,300 v 
i ,800 r.p.m. At the end of the 24-hoU1" 
these motors showed a shut-down 
temperature of 26° C. in the iron an 
C. in the coils, both being the hottest SP ^ 

From the pump curves it ca^aCli 
seen that 53 h.p. are required to drive 
pump at rated capacity, head, and sPfjed 
so that not only is ample power Pr°' ^ 
to drive the pumps but the temperature 
in the motors shows liberal rating- ^ 
idea of having ample capacity in the 'rj0ad 
is to take advantage of the °vCufIips 
haracteristics of the pump. These P jt, 
re equipped with diffusion guides 0,1 c( 

Referring to Fig. 5, the advanl-^
W TheS,e 

^viti1

con-

coa-
motof

alts»
ruf

rise

found.

Fig. 2.—Four Fire Streams (one at a sharp inclination in the back
ground) by Which the Pumps Were Loaded in 

the 24-hour Duration Test.

sure head of 60 lb. The piping, as shown in the accom
panying illustrations, is arranged so that these pumps 
may be run in parallel giving a total of 1,600 Imp. gal.

the use of diffusion guides can readily be seen, 
pump is for waterworks systems or similar service- 
curves are taken from two other actual pumps, one

Fig. 1.—View of the New Installation at Bracebridge, Ont.
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NEW PUMPING EQUIPMENT AT BRACEBRIDGE, 
ONTARIO. /

per min. against a head of 60 lbs. They may otherwise 
be run in series, giving 800 Imp. gal. per min. against a 
head of 120 lbs. or they may be run singly, each giving 
800 gal. against a head of 60 lbs.

Particular attention has been given to the testing 
this equipment. Fig. 3 shows the equipment set up 
complete in the testing plant at Rockfield, Que., of the 
Canadian Allis-Chalmers, Limited, who manufactured the

RACE BRIDGE, Ont., has lately installed and put 
in operation some new electric-driven pumping 
equipment, to supply water at high pressure for 
fire service ; or, alternatively, to double the quantity 

of water at half that high pressure. This system, known
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Fig. 3.-—Arrangement of Equipment, Pump=testing Plan

*ts efficiency curve must be higher over 
the pump since the b.h.p. curves are 
, It will be noted that, with the pump 
usion guides, the point of maximum capaci y 1

f*r beyond the point of maximum efficency which i at
rated capacity of the ump. The pump having dton
Suides, however give considerably greater capacity than
that at which m ximum efficiency occurs. So, y * 
advantage of the verload guarantee of ele= , 0/
(25% for 2 hours) can be seen that approximately 3 /o 
extra capacity can be obtained for two 1Qur • . ye
valliable for heavy fire service and all tie m cent.
?'".ce the pressure only drops approximate > oreSsure

,th a Pump not having diffusion gm es wQu](j
to zero on small overload de ma d^ ^ lines

serious if firemen coupled on ^ Further-0f hose and opened them out too much Furtfi^ 
«tore, with this latter type, no advantag 
taken of the overload capacity of the elec 

hhe characteristics of the diffusion gui e 
Pump were fully demonstrated at Bracx - 
7ldge. The nozzles were removed and the 

‘scharge regulated by a valve. The lS 
arge was increased above the ra e 

Rapacity and the pressure held up as shown 
.11 the curve in Fig. 4. The equipment was 
"tended for 4 fire streams and it was shown # 
jat nearly 7 could be obtained without a 
;""°us falling off in pressure, or overload- 

S of the motor.
,he overload relay on the motor was 

ini etween 35 and 40% overload. On open 
m5,.UF the discharge wide the motors au °

aticajiy tripped out These conditions 
anaeSpond to a break in the water mains 

showed how the pressure was n,i o 
bio 1Cally amoved which would preven 

washout around the break in the wa er
be arranged

I
the full range of 

nearly straight lines, 
not having dif-

5

/Af/» Ç/U.S PC.* Af//V.

Fig. 4.—Characteristics of Two 800=gal. per min. Pumps 
S Running in Series, 150 ft. Head, 1,765 r.p.m.

equipment may be operated is worthy of notice, 
operator, standing in front of the switchboard, can start 
up both motors from that position and is able to watch 
his instruments while doing so. After the motors are 
started, by facing about, he has all the valves within 
reach and the gauges are mounted in front of him, so 
that he is able to see just exactly what is happening when 
opening the valves. It is easily possible to start every
thing from rest and have fire pressure on the. mains within 

seconds from the time the alarm is sent in.

The

falls

3°

S
set R

Î

niain. T he overload relay can 
out er to operate an alarm or trip the mo o

b°«h. f
Mr- W. c. Simmons, superintendent ol 

at Bracebridge, la»d
the m-

eith

, - njffusion Guides on the Characteristics of a Centrifugal 
EAec pump, as Shown by Actual Test.

the Municipal Fig. 5.—out
Sta"ation.

the put in his

I
#1\75”1 " «ny. 0

i 1 J215S 5MANOMETER ; I ,

!ELECTRICAL^,, 
INSTRUMENTS mj m f )

i

one without diffusion guides, and both rated 2,500 
ffal. per min., 880 r.p.m., and 180 ft. head.

T he efficiency curves show a higher efficiency in t e 
Pump having diffusion guides, due to the better hydraulic 
conditions prevailing on account of having definite Pas" 
sages for the guidance of the water from the impeller an 
to the smaller losses in the smaller impeller required. n 
account of the smaller power required at no load and at u 
*°ad by the pump with diffusion guides, it is evident that

and

?
!
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HEAVY TRAFFIC ROADS. The types of pavements used on heavy traffic roads 
should be selected as to their fitness to stand the kind and 
intensity of the traffic that will travel them. Roads in the 

dying districts, where horse-drawn traffic comprises the 
larger percentage, should be constructed of macadam with 
a light surface treatment. Concrete will also be found 
serviceable and desirable. Where motor traffic is in the 
majority, bituminous macadam or concrete will give good 
results. Near the centres of population, where the trafic 
is mixed and heavy, concrete, bituminous concrete, asphalt 
or vitrified brick will prove the most economical. Where 
the heavy traffic is concentrated, brick, asphalt or ston® 
block are the most suitable.

By Henry G. Shirley,
Chief Engineer, State Roads Commission of Maryland.

N selecting a type of surfacing for any particular road, 
the engineer not only has to study the amount and 
kind of traffic that daily passes over the road, but has 
to make a very comprehensive study of the amount 

and kind of traffic that will probably pass over the road 
in the future, by virtue of the development of the 
rounding territory on account of the improved road.

The writer has made studies of roads where the traf
fic, before improvement, consisted of light vehicles and 
nothing heavier than 2-horse loads, but as soon as the 
road was reconstructed, the amount of traffic increased 
from 50 to 300%, and the loads from light 2-ton loads 
to 10 to 12-ton motor trucks, and 14 to 18-ton tractors. 
He also recalls constructing a section of road through a 
very sparsely settled section, and estimating that it would 
be quite a long time before the adjacent territory would 
be more thickly populated, and accordingly selected a soft 
local limestone for the metal surfacing, but which had suf
ficient strength and hardness to carry the traffic that was 
passing over the road at that time. Scarcely had the 
road been completed when several large tracts of wood
land, not a great distance from the road, were cut down, 
and the lumber was transported on wagons, drawn by 
large traction engines with cleats, over the road to the 
railroad station. The effect of this heavy traffic on the 
soft limestone surface can be easily surmised.

Drainage.—Drainage of a road-bed that is required 
to carry heavy traffic, should be well taken care of by tile 
or other sub-surface drains, so as to render the sub
foundation as dry and firm as possible. The maximum 
grade should not exceed a 6 per cent., and the alignment 
should be as straight as possible, with all sharp curves 
and bends eliminated. The width of the roadway and 
the width and thickness of the metal surfacing should be 
designed to meet the requirements of the present as well 
as the future traffic which it will have to accommodate, 
but the minimum width should not be less than 30 feet, 
nor the metal surfacing less than 18 feet. Broken stone 
or gravel make a fair foundation, but concrete is almost 
as cheap and is more preferable.

The thickness of macadam and gravel should not be 
less than 5 inches after rolling, nor more than 10 inches, 
while concrete should not be less than 4 inches, nor more 
than 8 inches, depending primarily upon the character of 
the soil of the sub-base, and the intensity and character 
of traffic it will have to sustain. In some cases where the 
loads are very heavy, but the number of loads small, it 
has been found economical to lay a strip of high-class 
and durable pavement in the middle of the road for a 
width of 9 to 14 feet, with a cheaper and less durable 
material on each side.

Before selecting the type of pavement to be used, a 
close and accurate census of the different kinds of traffic 
should be taken, a very thorough study made of the sur
rounding section, and an estimate made as to the possible 
increase of the different kinds of traffic, or the decrease 
of one kind and the large increase of the other. It is the 
opinion of the writer that in no other line of engineering 
should there be a larger factor of safety used than in esti
mating the amount, intensity, and kind of motor and self- 
propelled traffic that will pass over our improved roads 
in the near future. The great change in the character of 
traffic developed in the past five years, is but a small 
index to what can be expected in the next five years 
to come.

ou

I
sur-

There can be given no hard and set rule for selecting 
the type of construction that should be used on a giv®n 
section of road to carry a known traffic. For local cond'- 
tions, the availability of materials, etc., play such an iff' 
portant part in the selection of the type of surfacing 
any locality, that each individual case must be worked 
out on its own merits.

The following method of selecting a type of surfacing 
to carry an estimated traffic, however, will prove fairly 
accurate where a study can be made and the maintenance 
cost can be had of roads constructed and maintain®" 
under similar conditions :

Where the annual cost of maintenance of a 1®S® 
durable type of road surfacing will exceed the annual cos 
of maintenance of a more durable type of surfacing, P*uS 
4 Per cent, on the excess cost of the more durable typ" 
over the less durable type, the more durable type shou 
be used, and vice versa.

The maintenance on heavy traffic roads should
continuous and thorough—never allowing the surface t 
remain broken any length of time, but as soon as t , 
slightest defect or indication of failure appears, it shou 
be speedily repaired.

large projected HYDRO-ELECTRIC STATI0^ 

IN NORWAY.

The proposed exploitation of the water-power ia * 
Take Falls, with the co-operation of the Norwegian Sta ’ 
is one of the largest undertakings in the country- a 
first stage is the building of a power-station with 
capacity of 125,000 h.p., which can be obtained sir"? 
by the regulation of the Totak, by retaining the wa

and uSing:-rt,eth®of the Totak during the high-water
power of the Vinje waters without any regulation. { 
plan is based upon an English Company contracting 
about 100,000 h.p. for a period of 30 years, with 
option of a further 20 years at $7.25 per h.p. per annl1 ^ 
the energy to be supplied as alternate current of s" -

be erected wi^e 
kilometres from the power-station- t 

Take waters represent one of Norway’s largest and 
water-power streams. By regulating the Totak and 
Vinje waters a capacity of 250,000 h.p. is confide" 
reckoned upon, and of this 140,000 h.p. will come jj 
the Totak after regulation. Of this the Hyllands r^e 
represents 15,000 h.p. The exploitation of either^,^ 
Totak and the Vinje is not expected to offer any difficUc()St 
whatever from a technical point of view, and the-vely 
can, it is confidently asserted, be kept at a compara 
low figure, the existing roads for transport, for one 1 -on 
being adequate. The cost of the finished power-s a 
for the first 125,000 h.p. is calculated at $26-8°c0jrie 
electric h.p., and the next 125,000 h.p. will naturally 
out somewhat cheaper.

season

10,000 volts, the factories in question to 
a distance of 100



ONTARIO’S MINERAL PRODUCTION IN 1913.

The following table gives a summary 
Production of the Province of Ontario for the year 19z_3> 
3s Presented in the statistical review by Thos. W. Gib- 

Deputy Minister of Mines, in the 23rd annual report 
the Bureau of Mines,

of the mineral

I9I4-

Table I.—Mineral Production of Ontario, 1913.
Value.Product. 

r, Metallic;
Gold 
Silver 
Copper .
Nickel
Iron ore; ; ; 

iron___

Quantity.

$ 4.558.518 
i6,579.°94 
1,840,492
5,237.477

424,072
8,719,892

420,386
i3,336

220,837ozs. 
ozs. 
tons 
tons 
tons 
tons
lbs. (a) 1,188,526 
lbs. (b) 232,255

29,724>93i
12,941
24,838

195,937
648,899

$37,793,257
Less Ontario iron ore 

v32,7o8 tons) smelted 
,nto Pig iron............... 285,322

Net $37,507,935metallic production.
Mon-metallic :

BrS'0’ refined •
T';l K, common .. gj drain.............
Bricu’ pavin8', etc
St0 ’ pr<!ssed.....................„.

building and crushed
(> _1Um carbide .
^Cd’ P°rtland
r> , Undum 
pe,dsPar
Cphlte’refined

J°n Pyrites.........

64,146
3,452,352

292,767
243, ”9 
919,741 

i,I37,I53 
123,100

4,105,455
137,036
67,142
93,054
92,627

171,687
-200,600
55,264

2,362,021
1,75°

398,051
52,875

130,860
474,372
600,297
233,567
125,340

lbs. (c) 2,450,758 
408,808,000

16,935,000
No.
No.
No.

81,2No.

2,052
3,802,321

IJ77
18,615

1,788
40,581
71,620

2,300,99!

. . . tons 
. . . bbl. 

. . . tons 

. .. tons 

...tons 

.. . tons 

... tons 
.bush.

, . .tons 
Bas..million cu. ft.

.........tons
Imp. gal.

Li me

iSral
feat

186
12,516

5°o
7,91 5,76i

Quartz

San<T Pipc...............................
Talc and Bravel ...cu. yd. 

’ ^r°lmd .............. tons

54,320
96,799

425,978
20,738

Salt tons
tons

$14,724,376
37,507,935production 

metallic production.

Total $53,232,311

*J?! The
ton".the

estimated quantity of metallic rn,?a wflS
ores raised from the silver-cobalt mmes wa.

this includes the quantity converted into ox.de

9re "^he ores extracted from the 
^hich ; rn.ated to have contained 3,633 . .
tahiç nc,lldes the quantity of refined arsenic give

tain

the quantity converted into oxide.
Cobalt silver mines 

of arsenic, 
n in thetons

.................................. »..... .. ........................................

Coast to CoastI
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St. John, N.B.—Dredging operations at Salmonier have 
been completed. A channel, 940 ft. long has been cut into 
the main basin at Little Harbor to avoid danger from running 
ice in the winter.

Vancouver, B.C.—Mr. J. G. Bury, vice-president of the 
C P R. while in the city last week, announced that the Kettle 
Valley Railway from Midway to Merritt, providing an alterna
tive scenic route by way of the Crow’s Nest Pass, will be in 
operation by next June.

Edmonton, Alta.—When the season closes about 345 miles 
of grading and steel will have been laid upon the Edmonton, 

and British Columbia, and upon the Alberta and 
Waterways Railways this year. The J. D. McArthur 

the contractors for the work.

Dunvegan
Great
Construction Company

Hamilton, Ont.—The National Gas Company states that 
it will lay 7% miles of pipe before January 1st, as required 
by its franchise. Tenders for trenching and laying pipe
lines from Black Heath to Hamilton, a distance of 16 miles, 
and also for the above length of line within the city limits 

being advertised.
Toronto, Ont.—A large steel buoy steamer, 164% ft. in 

ft. breadth, and 13 ft. depth, built for the depart- 
of marine and fisheries, was

November 7th. It is equipped with triple ex-

are

are

now

length, 30 
ment launched at the Poison

Iron Works on , , ...
mansion jet-condensing engines of 900 h.p. capacity, and will 
be provided with all modern electrical equipment, including 
search light, etc.

Vancouver, B.C.—Oil burning locomotives will be used, 
statements made in an official interview, by the 

its transcontinental route.
according to
Grand Trunk Pacific on

is preparing contracts for large developments, and 
facilities are receiving considerable attention. The 

Prince George, Endako, Smithers and Pacific, 
columns last week, are among the divisional 

ill be established.

The

company
oil storage 
terminals at 
noted in these 
points where storages w

Toronto Ont.—To relieve transportation difficulties in 
the’ city will proceed immediately with the construc-

Bloor Street from DundasWard 7,
tion of a car line extending west on 
Street to Quebec Avenue, at an approximate cost of $.25,000.

track will not be laid this fall, but a temporary 
tructed without delay, and will be in operation 

It will be a single track provided

Permanent
line will be cons
witTmm-ouf switches.earThe Street Railway Company has 

offered to operate the line charging the city 20c. per car mile 
single fare rates to passengers using both theand allowing

osed line and the company’s service.
Montreal, Que.—Grading has been completed on the 

r mrlian Northern Railway from Montreal to the harbor of 
Vancouver, and it is expected that this length will be 
nletelv railed before the beginning of the new year.
P each of about 50 miles in length are waiting for steel in 

Columbia, and track-laying is going on at the rate 
miles per day. There are also three bridges to 

the Back River, at the crossing of the 
third in British Columbia.

prop

com-
Two

gaps
British
of about two 
be completed, viz., at

River above Ottawa, and a
for the three have been finished, and the

The
Chat
The substructures
superstructures

any’s big undertaking at Mount Royal has progressed 
C°m favorably since the last announcement in these columns.

ile of tunnel has been excavated to full cross section 
600 ft. of lining has been put in.

will be completed in about a month.

very 
Over a m 
and about
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CANADIAN SOCIETY OF CIVIL ENGINEERS, 
REGULAR MEETING, NOV. 5th, 1914.

OBITUARY.

Last week the death occurred of Mr. Donald McDermid, 
Toronto. For many years he had been engaged in railroad 
construction work. On the mountain division of the C.P.K 
he constructed a number of bridges and snow sheds. He was 
also associated with Mackenzie, Mann & Co. on the C.N.R- 
At one time he was in partnership with Hon. J. S. Hendrie, j 
now Lieutenant-Governor of Ontario, in the firm of McDermid 
and Hendrie.

The death has been announced of Mr. Keith Ross 
Cameron, whose connection with railway building in Ontario 
is well known. Mr. Cameron was engaged in railway work 
for some time with the Grand Trunk Railway, and later with 
the Lake Erie and Detroit River Railway.

The President, Mr. M. J. Butler, C.M.G., occupied the 
chair. The speaker of the evening was Professor H. E. T. 
Haultain, M. Can. Soc. C.E., of the University of Toronto. 
The opening paper was a description of an integrating ma
chine for weighing materials in motion. Mr. Haultain de
scribed a device which has been in use in the gas works in 
Toronto since the beginning of this year, whereby coal is 
weighed without interruption as it passes over the conveyer 
system. The explanation was illustrated by models and actual 
working parts.

The automatic weigher consists essentially of a portion of 
depressible track over which the conveyer runs. The centre 
of the depressible track is connected to a series of weighing 
levers which in turn by their motion impart a movement to an 
integrator. The integrator travels on a plane circular disk which 
is caused to revolve by the motion of the conveyer itself. The 
combination of the rotation of the disk and the side 
ment of the integrator thereon enables a card to be drawn 
showing the weight passed over the machine. The introduc
tion of batteries renders it possible to record the weights on 
an ordinary dial.

Following the curtain raiser Professor Haultain read a 
paper entitled “The Wielder of the Weapon.” This unique 
and masterly address was followed by an interesting discus
sion taken part in by Messrs. M. J. Butler, R. A. Ross, Pro
fessor Porter, Walter J. Francis, Charles E. Fraser, R. F. 
Uniacke, Julian C. Smith, and J. M. R. Fairbairn.

BACK COPIES WANTED.
move-

The following back copies of The Canadian Enginetr 
are required by one of our Canadian libraries to complete 
sets for binding :—January 1st, 1.907 ; February 1st, 19°7 ’ 
March 1st, 1907 ; January 29th, 1909; January 8th, i912 ’ 
October 31st, 1912, and January 2nd, 1913. If any of °ur 
readers can supply one or more of these copies, we will be 
glad to extend his subscription one month for each copy re 
turned to this office.

COMING MEETINGS.

AMERICAN HIGHWAYS ASSOCIATION.—Fourth Am
erican Road Congress to be held in Atlanta, Ga., NovembH 
9th to 13th, 1914. I. S. Pennybacker, Executive Secretary' 
and Chas. P. Light, Business Manager, Colorado Building’ 
Washington, D.C.

WASHINGTON STATE GOOD ROADS ASSOCIA"

PERSONAL.

W. K. MOWATT has been appointed hydro-electric in
spector for the city of Brampton.

A. W. THORNE, of St. John, N.B., has been appointed 
provisional secretary of the New Brunswick Union of Munici
palities during the illness of Mr. J. W. McCready.

A. E. PICKERING, formerly manager of the Tagona 
Light and Power Co., Sault Ste. Marie, is manager for the 
city of the same concern now that it is taken over by the city.

b-'tTION.—Convention to be held at Spokane, Wash., Novrm 
18th, 19th, and 20th. Secretary, M. D. Lechey, Alaska B» 
ing, Seattle, Wash.

ild-

OF ME"ANNUAL MEETING, AMERICAN SOCIETY 
CHANICAL ENGINEERS.—The annual meeting of th

heldC. M. WATERMAN, Canadian manager of the Eugene 
Dietzgen Co., Limited, has returned to Toronto after 
tended visit to the firm’s head office and factory at Chicago,

American Society of Mechanical Engineers will be 
New York, December 1st to 4th, 1914. Secretary, Calvin 
Rice, 29 West 39th Street. New York. .

AMERICAN ROAD BUILDERS ASSOCIATION^ 
Eleventh Annual Convention ; fifth American Good R° . 
Congress, and 6th Annual Exhibition of Machinery and 
terials. International Amphitheatre, Chicago, Ilk, 
ber 14th to 18th, 1914. Secretary, E. L. Powers, 15° NaS' 
Street, New York, N.Y.

W-an ex-

111.
C. A. ELLIS, for several years resident engineer at Win

nipeg for the Dominion Bridge Co., has been appointed 
assistant professor of civil engineering at the University of 
Illinois.

A. S. FARMER, formerly superintendent in Moncton, 
N.B., of the natural gas department of the Moncton Tram
ways Electricity and Gas Co., has resigned to accept a similar 
position in Oklahoma.

JOHN S. BATES has been appointed superintendent of 
the Dominion Forest Products Laboratories of McGill Uni
versity to succeed Mr. A. G. McIntyre, who resigned to take 
charge of a new paper mill at Bathurst, N.B. 
is a graduate of Acadia University in arts and science, and of 
Columbia University in chemical engineering.

associa-
Edwar°CANADIAN NATIONAL CLAY PRODUCTS

TION.—Annual Convention to be held at the King 
Hotel in Toronto, January 26, 27, and 28, 1915. Secretary 
C. Keith, 32 Colborne Street, Toronto.

0-

held J*

the Coliseum, Chicago, 111., from February 10th to j 
1915. Cement Products Exhibition Co., J. P. Beck, Gene 
Manager, 208 La Salle Street, Chicago.

AMERICAN WATERWORKS ASSOCIATION.
35th annual convention, to be held in Cincinnati, Ohio, 
toth to 14th, 1915. Secretary, J. M. Diven, 47 State 
Troy, N.Y.

EIGHTH CHICAGO CEMENT SHOW.—To be

Mr. Bates

_Tbe

Street

The Canadian Northern Railway is developing a 50,- 
ooo-h.p. plant from the Sumallo and Nicaloon Rivers, which 
will be employed in operating the Canadian Northern trains 
from Port Mann to the False Creek terminals at Vancouver, 
B.C.

ENGINE^

gecre-
SOCIETY FOR THE PROMOTION OF 

ING EDUCATION.—Annual meeting to be held at the 
State College, Ames, Iowa, June 22nd tot 25th, rQ15- , 
tary, F. L. Bishop, University of Pittsburgh, Pittsburg

pa.


